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PEACE AND SECURIT Y The UK and Germany are the 
European top defence spend-
ers and top supporters of 
Ukraine in military, economic 
and humanitarian assistance. 
They have significant diplo-
matic, defence and security 
influence, and cooperation 
would maximise this influence.

Enhanced cooperation would 
also signal that the UK and 
Germany are able to work to-
gether for the benefit of Eu-
rope and maintain unity 
through the challenges ahead.

Substantial differences be-
tween the respective outlook 
and approaches of the UK 
and Germany on defence and 
security are unlikely to be re-
solved but can be mitigated in 
certain areas with continued 
pragmatism and compromise.
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FRIEDRICH-EBERT-STIFTUNG – UK-GERMAN DEFENCE & SECURITY COOPERATION

NATO’s new 10-year plan confirms Russia’s full-scale inva-
sion of Ukraine last year “has shattered peace and gravely 
altered our security environment” in Europe.  

The German Chancellor Olaf Schloz described the moment 
as a Zeitenwende, as he overturned decades-long defence 
policy just days after Putin’s forces entered the country while 
the UK Labour Party has given its fullest support to military 
help for Ukraine and reinforcing NATO allies. 

For Labour and the SPD (Social Democratic Party of Germa-
ny), our commitment to NATO is unshakeable. This alliance 
of democracies is the cornerstone for defending Europe and 
we recognise European NATO nations must shoulder great-
er responsibility for European security, particularly as US 
strategic concerns grow in the Indo Pacific. Germany, as part 
of the EU, and the UK should sit together at the heart of a 
stronger European pillar in NATO.  
 
We believe closer UK-German defence, security and foreign 
policy cooperation can greatly strengthen action to respond 
to shared challenges and protect our citizens. While we 
launched this FES-RUSI programme of work in Autumn 
2020, Russia’s illegal invasion in 2022 has made this case 
much stronger.  

We back the commitments for defence collaboration be-
tween the UK and France in the 2010 Lancaster House 
Agreement and for wide-ranging cooperation between 
Germany and France in the 2020 Aachen Treaty/1963 Elysée 
Treaty. We want to see a similar treaty-based security rela-
tionship between the UK and Germany.  
 
We believe our two nations have compatible forces, collab-
orative industry and common values. As the report says, the 
UK and Germany are currently the top two European de-
fence spenders and top two European supporters of Ukraine 
in volume of military, economic and humanitarian assis-
tance. Transatlanticism and NATO are at the core of our re-
spective defence policies. The potential is profound, with 
benefits to NATO and to European security not just to our 
own countries.  
 
The UK Armed Forces and German Bundeswehr have a long 
history of operating and exercising together and a deep 
common understanding through British bases in Germany. 

Yet despite commitments from the UK Government in 2015 
and the German Government in 2016, there has been no 
fully-fledged defence cooperation agreement.  

In fact, collaboration remains underdeveloped and has been 
ad hoc rather than systematic. For example, there’s 40 years 
of cooperation between the UK and German fighter jets 
and both countries have operated together in Kosovo, Af-
ghanistan and to counter IS. In March this year, the Royal Air 
Force and German Air Force started flying together as part 
of NATO’s joint air policing missions in Estonia for the first 
time, already intercepting Russian planes. Yet just 28 Ger-
man personnel are currently training in the UK, while only 
six UK forces personnel are training in Germany.  
 
Industrial collaboration with joint procurement programmes 
is one of the most visible and important forms of military 
collaboration with allies. We’ve seen this with the Boxer ar-
moured vehicle programme for the British Army with vehi-
cles being built in the UK and benefitting from German ex-
pertise, just as Tornado and Eurofighter jets – the product 
of collaboration – kept Europe safe in recent decades. How-
ever, there is only one ongoing but unfunded bilateral de-
fence procurement programme between the UK and Ger-
many including to replace the current Wide Wet Gap Cross-
ing capability, and just eight multilateral procurement pro-
grammes.  
 
Defence industries will have to respond quickly to our new 
security environment, with increasing demands from Gov-
ernments who themselves face tight economic constraints. 
Zeitenwende creates new areas for industrial cooperation 
between our countries. As this report outlines, we can work 
together to take advantage of these opportunities to share 
and reduce costs and risks, and create a steady stream of 
demand. This would help drive standardisation and interop-
erability and expand industries into new domains.  
 
The EU has also proved that it has much to contribute to de-
fence and security, with its sanctions against Russia and its 
humanitarian, economic, financial and military supplies as-
sistance to Ukraine. That’s why NATO describes “the EU is a 
unique and essential partner for NATO”. 
 
Further defence cooperation bilaterally can support more 
effective and complimentary EU-NATO collaboration. For 

FOREWORD

John Healey MP, Shadow Secretary of State for Defence and 
Nils Schmid MdB, Spokesperson on Foreign Affairs for the SPD parliamentary group
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FOREWORD

Germany, the EU is core to its national interest and having a 
functioning partnership with the EU, based on trust and 
deeper cooperation in areas like security, is also clearly in the 
UK’s national interest after Ukraine.  
 
While the SPD’s Olaf Scholz has talked about a Zeiten-
wende, the UK Labour Party too has repeatedly argued for 
the UK to reboot defence planning and spending since the 
invasion. This should be seen within the context of the SPD 
and Labour’s deep commitment to international rules and 
multilateral institutions. 
 
There is good reason to believe we could develop a distinc-
tive security agenda together. Security threats posed by in-
equality, climate change and a lack of food, water and 
healthcare have to be recognised, while going hand-in-
hand with proper investment in our armed forces and mili-
tary cooperation. One of NATO’s three core tasks, along-
side defence and deterrence and cooperative security, re-
mains crisis prevention with the alliance committed to be-
coming “the leading international organisation when it 
comes to understanding and adapting to the impact of cli-
mate change”. 
 
This report confirms the strength of the case for much clos-
er military and industrial collaboration between Germany 
and the UK. It maps the current scope of defence coopera-
tion, sets out areas where there’s potential to do more and 
offers useful recommendations on how to develop rela-
tions.  
 
We are hugely grateful to FES and RUSI for taking on the 
work to produce this report. In particular, we want to thank 
Ed Arnold from RUSI as report’s author and Michèle Auga 
from FES UK.  
 
We want this report to stimulate wide debate about an am-
bitious UK-German agreement on defence, security and for-
eign policy. Its recommendations provide a solid basis for 
this with objectives focused on building a European pillar of 
NATO, developing interoperability and expanding defence 
industrial cooperation. 
 
We need new leadership to make this happen – struck when 
the political opportunity allows – and a relationship found-
ed on reliability and respect between our nations to 
strengthen wider European security. As Ukraine has shown, 
allies and alliances matter. Germany and the UK can be a 
stronger force for good in the world when we work more 
closely together. 
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FRIEDRICH-EBERT-STIFTUNG – UK-GERMAN DEFENCE & SECURITY COOPERATION

The UK-German defence and security relationship is some-
times referred to as the »quiet alliance«. It is understudied 
and underutilised compared to both UK-France and Fran-
co-German bilateral cooperation. Following Russia’s 2014 
annexation of Crimea the relationship attracted more at-
tention, and intergovernmental relations have intensified 
following Brexit. However, despite this intensification, the 
political drivers, alongside differing threat perceptions and 
strategic cultures, have thus far been insufficient to deep-
en the relationship in a way that would match the potential 
for cooperation between these two leading European 
countries.

Russia’s large-scale reinvasion of Ukraine on 24 February 
2022 was an inflection point for European security. It has 
prompted a refresh of the UK’s 2021 Integrated Review of 
Security, Defence, Development and Foreign Policy (IR2021), 
which was published on 13 March 2023 as the Integrated 
Review Refresh policy paper (IRR2023), and a refresh of its 
Defence Command Paper (DCP), which will be published in 
June 2023. Germany is also currently developing its first ev-
er National Security Strategy (NSS), at a time when Ukraine 
has underlined the fundamental importance of allies and al-
liances.

This policy paper argues that the transformative effect of 
the war in Ukraine has made enhanced UK-German defence 
and security, and foreign policy cooperation more attrac-
tive, viable, and necessary, which would benefit European 
security; and moreover, that this period of joint policy devel-
opment is the ideal moment to develop a more structural re-
lationship. This shared agenda should be developed with 
Transatlanticism and Euro-Atlantic security at its core and 
with helping to lead the development of a European pillar of 
NATO as a key objective.

KEY FINDINGS

1. The Ukraine war has transformed European Security, 
and Russia will continue to be the defining security chal-
lenge to 2030. There is now a window of opportunity 
to lock in structured and planned cooperation – fo-
cussed on helping to lead a European Pillar of NATO, 
rather than the ad hoc and transactional approach that 
has characterised the current relationship.

2. The UK and Germany are currently the top two Europe-
an defence spenders and top two supporters of Ukraine 
in volume of military, economic and humanitarian assis-
tance. London and Berlin have significant diplomatic, 
defence and security influence, and thus cooperation 
on any initiative would maximise this influence and pro-
vide a greater chance of its being agreed. It would also 
signal to allies as well as adversaries that the UK and 
Germany are able to work together for the benefit of 
Europe and maintain unity through the challenges 
ahead.

3. The war in Ukraine has helped create practical areas for 
post-Brexit UK-EU defence and security cooperation, 
which include sanctions and military mobility. These ac-
tivities, coupled with the agreement of the Windsor 
Framework, has demonstrated what pragmatism can 
achieve.

4. Despite an overall improvement of UK-European rela-
tions, there remain substantial differences between the 
respective outlook and approaches of the UK and Ger-
many on defence and security. These are unlikely to be 
resolved but can be mitigated in certain areas with con-
tinued pragmatism and compromise.

5. European defence industry is similarly being trans-
formed by the war in Ukraine as demand signals in-
crease and business models adapt to a new security en-
vironment. UK and German defence industries are well 
placed to adapt, but political and structural differences 
between the UK and Germany are unlikely to provide a 
step change in cooperation without a corresponding 
high-level political statement of intent.

The extant 2021 UK-German Joint Declaration is accepted 
as a comprehensive baseline for future cooperation; this pa-
per provides additional recommendations that could further 
enhance the relationship. These 19 recommendations are 
provided in the table below by category – Political, Policy, 
Operational, and Dialogue and Knowledge Sharing – which 
are also provided throughout the paper.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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ExECUTIvE SUMMARY

Number Category Recommendation

1 Political The UK and Germany should develop a strategic approach to bilateral cooperation, instead of the ad hoc approach that 
has characterised the past relationship, by setting clear mutual goals and establishing the right mechanisms and proces-
ses for delivery, managed through the UK-German Strategic Dialogue or a more ambitious future agreement.

3 Extend the annual Strategic Dialogue from Foreign Ministers only, so as to include Defence Ministers as a »2+2« format, 
to better reflect the defence policy orientation of the Zeitenwende and the UK’s contribution to the defence of the 
Euro-Atlantic area.

This should be accompanied by regular dialogues between the Prime Minister and Chancellor to set the level of ambiti-
on and maintain political momentum, including official government-to-government consultations.

4 The UK and Germany should explore the potential for and content of a bilateral Treaty-based defence and security 
relationship, consistent with NATO obligations and transparent to EU security structures, to realise the current untapped 
potential that such an agreement could deliver. This agreement should build on work already undertaken through UK 
and German leadership of their respective Framework Nations Concepts and should focus on increasing European 
burden sharing and enhancing readiness of forces.

Its objectives should include: 
 –  Enhanced cooperation on Northern European security;
 –  Increasing European burden sharing to shape a European pillar of NATO;
 –  Developing further effectiveness and interoperability, with the principle of complementarity and specialisation; and
 –  Expanding defence industry cooperation and developing cooperative equipment programmes.

14 The UK and Germany should commit to a joint high-level statement to make the case for a cooperative strategy for 
industry, which would outline the associated benefits, to provide the demand signal to industry and best prepare them 
for any change of approach.

2 Policy The UK and Germany should update the 2021 Joint Declaration following the publication of the UK IRR2023 and Ger-
man NSS, to provide a shared vision on the measures necessary to strengthen European defence, security, and foreign 
policy, and how best to ensure long-term support for Ukraine.

5 The UK and Germany should lead by example and, further to the commitment of initial forces to NATO’s New Force Mo-
del, they should jointly develop and lead alliance readiness initiatives to help correct problems within their own forces 
and incentivise other allies to invest in and prioritise readiness. Such a common initiative would strengthen European 
Security by making a European pillar of NATO more credible and build trust amongst allies.

11 The UK and Germany should commit to developing new Confidence and Security Building Measures (CSBMs), within 
an OSCE framework, and adapt them to the needs of the 21st Century, accounting for new technologies and better 
protection of civilian populations.

13 The UK and Germany should use the OCCAR framework as a foundation for joint procurement and use the tried and 
tested framework for any bilateral joint procurement projects identified.

16 The UK and Germany should compare respective arms export policies and regimes in greater depth, including Parlia-
mentary scrutiny, to create more standardised processes across Europe and increase export potential.

8 Operational The UK should invite Germany to join its trilateral agreement on P8 Poseidon MPA with the US and Norway to increase 
availability and sustainability of ISR in the North Atlantic, High North and Baltic Sea region and provide more continuous 
coverage for each sub-region.

9 The UK should invite Germany, and other EU partners, to provide an escort ship, or a marine contingent, for a future 
Carrier Strike Group deployment to the Indo-Pacific. This would meet the Defence Command Paper commitment to 
»partner more often with Germany on operational deployments, such as air policing and naval missions outside the 
Euro Atlantic area«.

15 The UK and Germany, as members of GCAP and FCAS respectively, should lead on identifying collaborative opportuni-
ties at a sub-component level and champion cooperation and commonality where possible.

6 Dialogue  
and  
Knowledge  
sharing

Germany should offer positions for UK liaison officers for the 2023 vJTF rotation to help support UK planning and ensu-
re a smooth handover for 2024. This should then be institutionalised for further rotations.

7 The UK should better communicate the JEF and its likely future development to German and other non-member audien-
ces. This should include an offer to host German liaison officers at the JEF operational headquarters.

This could support the use of JEF + Germany formats and initiatives (and +Poland), such as the physical and cyber pro-
tection of critical national infrastructure in the North and Baltic Seas, which has emerged as a common vital interest.

10 The UK and Germany should establish a British-German nuclear dialogue with the objective of raising both the UK and 
Germany’s »nuclear IQ« and encouraging a more public debate on nuclear weapons and the nuclear threats increasingly 
posed by hostile state actors (Russia, China, Iran, North Korea), escalation, risk reduction and strategic stability, as well 
as the joint challenge of nuclear proliferation.

12 The UK and Germany should lead a broader European debate on defence specialisation to make the most of their com-
parative advantages and build on work already undertaken in their respective NATO Framework Nations. While specia-
lisation is not a new concept in European security, the war in Ukraine has revived it and created political and economic 
drivers as well as a greater degree of unity and focus on European defence and security than past initiatives.

18 The UK should establish a UAv knowledge sharing programme for a German audience on operating armed UAvs in 
conflicts, covering the full range of associated issues such as: legality, ethics, targeting processes, collateral damage 
assessments, and Post Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) handling for operators. This would allow the Bundeswehr to 
operationally integrate armed UAvs much more quickly.

19 The UK should invite the Bundeswehr to visit, and potentially join, its Experimentation Battlegroup, based in Cyprus, 
which leads on prototype warfare and capability development for the British Army.
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FRIEDRICH-EBERT-STIFTUNG – UK-GERMAN DEFENCE & SECURITY COOPERATION

This project was initiated within the framework of the annu-
al FES-RUSI British-German Dialogue on Defence and 
Security Policies.1 Official and expert participants agreed 
that there was considerable scope to enhance the UK-Ger-
man defence and security relationship in the context of the 
war in Ukraine and the early days following the Chancellor’s 
Zeitenwende speech. What was more uncertain was the lev-
el of ambition on both sides and identifying the practical ar-
eas for cooperation that would produce the most benefit. 
The discussions helped frame the overarching research 
questions that this policy paper seeks to answer. The vision 
timeframe of 2030 was selected to match those of the UK’s 
IR2021 and IRR2023, NATO’s 2022 Strategic Concept, and 
the EU’s 2022 Strategic Compass.2  

The RUSI-FES (London) project objectives were to:

1. Identify areas for enhanced defence and security coop-
eration to promote mutual benefits between the UK 
and Germany and strengthen wider European collective 
security;

2. Identify political opportunities and constraints for en-
hanced UK-German defence and security cooperation, 
and how these might be addressed; and

3. Build a road map of prioritised and actionable areas for 
enhanced UK-German defence and security coopera-
tion.

To achieve these, the project convened two expert-led joint 
workshops to consider, respectively, the UK-German rela-
tionship within the European security architecture, and 
UK-German defence industrial cooperation. These work-

1 For a summary of these discussions of the dialogue in March 2022 
please see the Conference Report at https://library.fes.de/pdf-files/
bueros/london/19315.pdf.

2 Global Britain in a Competitive Age: the Integrated Review of Secu-
rity, Defence, Development and Foreign Policy; available at: https://
www.gov.uk/government/publications/global-britain-in-a-com-
petitive-age-the-integrated-review-of-security-defence-develop-
ment-and-foreign-policy (accessed 13.12.2022). NATO 2022 Strate-
gic Concept; available at: https://www.nato.int/strategic-concept/ 
(accessed 13.12.2022). A Strategic Compass for the EU; available at: 
https://www.eeas.europa.eu/eeas/strategic-compass-security-and-de-
fence-1_en (accessed 13.12.2022).

shops provided the foundation material for a research visit 
to Brussels to understand the EU context. These research ac-
tivities were augmented by consultations with current and 
former UK and German officials and the expert community 
in both countries. Finally, desk-based research was conduct-
ed on primary sources such as speeches, government state-
ments and policy documents, alongside extensive media re-
ports.

STRUCTURE

This paper is structured in four chapters. The first chapter 
baselines the current UK-German relationship, deconstructs 
the extant vision of the June 2021 UK-German Joint Decla-
ration, and develops an updated and more specific vision to 
2030. Chapter 2 explains how the war in Ukraine has creat-
ed more favourable conditions to significantly enhance 
UK-German defence and security cooperation and outlines 
the associated benefits. Chapter 3 considers defence, secu-
rity, and foreign policy cooperation, focusing on first, Russia 
and the Euro-Atlantic, and second, China and the Indo-Pa-
cific, in line with the priorities established by the Joint Dec-
laration. Chapter 4 identifies opportunities for operational 
cooperation, including those with the defence industry. Rec-
ommendations are provided throughout the paper and a 
summary table is provided in this Executive Summary. These 
recommendations are categorised as: Political, Policy, Oper-
ational, or Dialogue and Knowledge Sharing. 

METHODOLOGY

https://library.fes.de/pdf-files/bueros/london/19315.pdf
https://library.fes.de/pdf-files/bueros/london/19315.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/global-britain-in-a-competitive-age-the-integrated-review-of-security-defence-development-and-foreign-policy
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/global-britain-in-a-competitive-age-the-integrated-review-of-security-defence-development-and-foreign-policy
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/global-britain-in-a-competitive-age-the-integrated-review-of-security-defence-development-and-foreign-policy
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/global-britain-in-a-competitive-age-the-integrated-review-of-security-defence-development-and-foreign-policy
https://www.nato.int/strategic-concept/
https://www.eeas.europa.eu/eeas/strategic-compass-security-and-defence-1_en
https://www.eeas.europa.eu/eeas/strategic-compass-security-and-defence-1_en
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A vISION FOR UK-GERMAN DEFENCE AND SECURITY COOPERATION

The first chapter provides an overview of the contempo-
rary UK-German defence and security relationship and its 
recent developments. It considers the 2021 Joint Declara-
tion vision and proposes an enhanced vision for coopera-
tion to 2030.

A GROWING RELATIONSHIP

The intellectual underpinnings of the Zeitenwende can be 
traced back to February 2014. Then Foreign Minister Frank 
Walter Steinmeier (now President of Germany) delivered a 
speech at the 50th Munich Security Conference in which 
he declared that Germany must be »ready for earlier, 
more decisive and more substantive engagement in the 
foreign and security policy sphere« and assume more re-
sponsibility. 3Subsequently referred to as the »Munich 
Consensus«, it signalled a change in mentality at the very 
top of government, especially between then President 
Joachim Gauck and then Minister of Defence Ursula von 
der Leyen.4

Germany then began to do more. Having already deployed 
soldiers to Mali in 2013, in 2015 the Bundeswehr joined an-
ti-ISIS operations in Syria and Iraq, became the European co-
lead of the »Normandy Format« which sought to mediate 
the growing Russia-Ukraine conflict and, in 2016, became 
the framework nation for NATO’s Enhanced Forward Pres-
ence (eFP) in Lithuania. While these developments demon-
strated increased, if modest, operational activity, core Ger-
many foreign policy towards Russia and energy security en-
dured. Aylin Matlé suggests less of a change than first ap-
pears and that »it is difficult to discern a sound strategy be-
hind all these actions and commitments – unless assuming 
more responsibility is a strategy in and of itself«.5 At the 

3 Speech by Foreign Minister Frank Walter Steinmeier at the 50th 
 Munich Security Conference, 1.2.2014; available at: https://
www.auswaertiges-amt.de/en/newsroom/news/140201- bm-
muesiko/259556 (accessed 31.1.2023).

4 Armida van Rij and Benedict Wilkinson, Revitalising the relationship. 
Improving UK-German defence cooperation to strengthen European 
security, June 2021, King’s College London, 6.

5 Aylin Matlé, Germany’s Road Ahead: Four Years into the Munich 
Consensus, AICGS; available at: https://www.aicgs.org/2018/12/ 
germanys-road-ahead-four-years-into-the-munich-consensus/  
(accessed 31.1.2023).

UK-hosted NATO Wales Summit later in 2014, Germany also 
agreed to meet the NATO two per cent GDP Defence Invest-
ment Pledge by 2024.6

As German activity increased, the UK 2015 Strategic De-
fence and Security Review (SDSR) declared that »We will 
work to intensify our security and defence relationship with 
Germany«.7 This statement elevated the UK-German rela-
tionship to »Tier 1« status alongside the US and France, and 
this language was mirrored in the 2016 German Defence 
White Paper which promoted »the security partnership 
with the United Kingdom, which has a long tradition and 
which we aim to further expand in all areas of common in-
terest«.8, 9  

The Brexit vote in 2016 and the UK’s leaving the EU in 2020 
required a reconsideration of the two countries’ intergov-
ernmental relationship during a period of intensely strained 
political ties due to the UK decision and approach. In Octo-
ber 2018, a Joint vision Statement was signed by the coun-
tries’ respective Defence Ministers to commit to stronger 
defence cooperation, including retaining a permanent UK 
military presence in Germany, which is the extant frame-
work for bilateral defence cooperation.10 This statement was 
agreed in 2016 but the signing was delayed for two years 
due to the political consequences of the Brexit process. The 
IR2021 namechecks Germany, alongside France and the 
Joint Expeditionary Force (JEF) with the ambition to »im-
prove interoperability with Euro-Atlantic allies«.

6 Prior to the Zeitenwende and the announcement of the €100bn spe-
cial fund, Germany was not due to meet this commitment until 2031. 
Reuters, Germany commits to NATO spending goal by 2031 for first 
time, 7.11.2019, available at: https://www.reuters.com/article/us-ger-
many-nato-idUSKBN1xH1IK (accessed 1.2.2023).

7 A Secure and Prosperous United Kingdom – National Security Strat-
egy and Strategic Defence and Security Review 2015, 14.

8 Defence Secretary welcomes deeper security relationship with Ger-
many; available at: https://www.gov.uk/government/news/de-
fence-secretary-welcomes-deeper-security-relationship-with-ger-
many (accessed 5.1.2023).

9 The Federal Government, 2016 White Paper on German security pol-
icy and the future of the Bundeswehr, 80.

10 UK deepens defence cooperation with Germany; available at: https://
www.gov.uk/government/news/uk-deepens-defence-coopera-
tion-with-germany (accessed 5.1.2023) and UK Parliament, Writ-
ten questions, answers and statements, Military Alliances: Germany, 
1 March 2023, https://questions-statements.parliament.uk/writ-
ten-questions/detail/2023-03-01/156043 (accessed 9.5.2023).

CHAPTER ONE

A VISION FOR UK-GERMAN DEFENCE AND 
SECURITY COOPERATION

https://www.auswaertiges-amt.de/en/newsroom/news/140201-bm-muesiko/259556
https://www.auswaertiges-amt.de/en/newsroom/news/140201-bm-muesiko/259556
https://www.auswaertiges-amt.de/en/newsroom/news/140201-bm-muesiko/259556
https://www.aicgs.org/2018/12/germanys-road-ahead-four-years-into-the-munich-consensus/
https://www.aicgs.org/2018/12/germanys-road-ahead-four-years-into-the-munich-consensus/
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-germany-nato-idUSKBN1XH1IK
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-germany-nato-idUSKBN1XH1IK
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/defence-secretary-welcomes-deeper-security-relationship-with-germany
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/defence-secretary-welcomes-deeper-security-relationship-with-germany
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/defence-secretary-welcomes-deeper-security-relationship-with-germany
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/uk-deepens-defence-cooperation-with-germany
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/uk-deepens-defence-cooperation-with-germany
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/uk-deepens-defence-cooperation-with-germany
https://questions-statements.parliament.uk/written-questions/detail/2023-03-01/156043
https://questions-statements.parliament.uk/written-questions/detail/2023-03-01/156043
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FRIEDRICH-EBERT-STIFTUNG – UK-GERMAN DEFENCE & SECURITY COOPERATION

In June 2021 the UK-German Joint Declaration was signed, 
which committed to holding an annual Foreign Ministers’ 
Strategic Dialogue on »all matters of foreign policy and in-
ternational affairs«.11 The first Strategic Dialogue was held 
on 5 January 2023 with support for Ukraine, energy securi-
ty, and climate change the main agenda items.12 The Ger-
man Foreign Minister spoke of the desire to »further inten-
sify« the relationship.13 The UK Labour Party also expressed 
its intent that a defence partnership, or Partnerschaft, could 
be agreed between the two countries in the future.14 

Therefore, over the last decade there has been a stronger 
desire for cooperation and more common ground identi-
fied, yet practical activity has remained modest – compared 
to the potential – and largely ad hoc and opportunistic 
where it has occurred.15 

Recommendation 1 – Political

The UK and Germany should develop a strategic ap-
proach to bilateral cooperation, instead of the ad hoc 
approach that has characterised the past relationship, 
by setting clear mutual goals and establishing the right 
mechanisms and processes for delivery, managed 
through the UK-German Strategic Dialogue or a more 
ambitious future agreement.

THE 2021 UK-GERMAN JOINT DECLARATION

The 2021 UK-German Joint Declaration outlines a »shared 
strategic vision« across four foreign and security policy pri-
orities:

1. The Transatlantic relationship;
2. Russia;
3. China and the Indo-Pacific; and
4. Climate change and biodiversity.16 

While the priorities are right, the Joint Declaration is too 
comprehensive and broad to provide specific measures for 

11 UK-Germany Joint Declaration, June 2021; available at:  
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/uk-germany- 
joint-declaration-june-2021/uk-germany-joint-declaration- 
june-2021 (accessed 13.12.2022).

12 UK and Germany agree closer cooperation in first ever UK-Germany 
annual Dialogue; available at: https://www.gov.uk/government/
news/uk-and-germany-agree-closer-cooperation-in-first-ever-uk-ger-
many-annual-dialogue (accessed 5.1.2023).

13 Reuters, Germany‘s Baerbock wants to deepen ties with the UK; 
available at: https://www.reuters.com/world/europe/germanys-baer-
bock-wants-deepen-ties-with-uk-2022-12-08/ (accessed 13.12.2022).

14 The Times, Labour wants UK defence deal with Germany; available 
at: https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/uk-partner-germany-against-
putin-russia-war-labour-ztrcgc0rn (accessed 13.12.2022).

15 Armida van Rij and Benedict Wilkinson, Revitalising the relationship. 
Improving UK-German defence cooperation to strengthen European 
security, June 2021, King’s College London, 10.

16 UK-German Joint Declaration June 2021; available at: https://
www.gov.uk/government/publications/uk-germany-joint-decla-
ration-june-2021#:~:text=Details,Indo%2DPacific%20and%20
shared%20values (accessed 5.1.2023).

intensified cooperation. It is most detailed on foreign policy, 
covering all global regions with high-level ambition state-
ments, rather than concrete ideas on how to achieve them.17  
Thematically, it is similarly general, referring to a wide range 
of security issues without any prioritisation. Moreover, it al-
ready feels dated in a post-Ukraine security environment, 
even referencing the Normandy Format and Minsk Process 
to achieve stability and security within Ukraine.

Recommendation 2 – Policy

The UK and Germany should update the 2021 Joint Dec-
laration following the publication of the UK IRR2023 and 
German NSS to provide a shared vision on the measures 
necessary to strengthen European defence and security 
and how best to ensure long-term support for Ukraine.

Recommendation 3 – Political

Extend the annual Strategic Dialogue from Foreign Min-
isters only, so as to include Defence Ministers as a »2+2« 
format, to better reflect the defence policy orientation 
of the Zeitenwende and the UK’s contribution to the de-
fence of the Euro-Atlantic area.

This should be accompanied by regular dialogues be-
tween the Prime Minister and Chancellor to set the level 
of ambition and maintain political momentum, including 
official government-to-government consultations.

THE UK AND GERMANY ARE MORE  
ALIKE THAN THEY REALISE

The UK-German relationship is an »Alliance of values«, 
founded in the principles of the UN Charter, a strong belief 
in the value of a Western-orientated international system, 
and a recognition that each country has benefitted greatly 
from it.18 Transatlanticism and NATO are at the core of their 
respective defence policies and strategic cultures, with Ger-
many’s EU membership also of critical importance. The UK 
and Germany are the two leading European defence spend-
ers and are also the leading European suppliers of military, 
economic, and humanitarian assistance to Ukraine. They 
each possess strong domestic defence industries of strategic 
importance and there are multiple advanced defence indus-
trial relationships, such as the Rheinmetall BAE Systems 
Land (RBSL) joint venture, which demonstrates how a high-
ly capable structure can be quickly created when the need 
arises.19, 20 The intergovernmental relationship is well com-

17 Julina Mintel and Nicolai von Ondarza, The Bilateralisation of British 
Foreign Policy, SWP Comment No. 14, February 2022, 3.

18 Britain and Germany: an alliance of values, Speech by the Foreign 
Secretary to the Konrad Adenauer Stiftung, Berlin 20.2.2019; avail-
able at: https://www.gov.uk/government/speeches/britain-and-ger-
many-an-alliance-of-values (accessed 11.12.2023).

19 https://rbsl.com/.

20 Refer to the Defence and Security Industrial Strategy (p.69) for an 
overview of the internationalisation of defence market and overseas 
based companies in the UK.

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/uk-germany-joint-declaration-june-2021/uk-germany-joint-declaration-june-2021
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/uk-germany-joint-declaration-june-2021/uk-germany-joint-declaration-june-2021
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/uk-germany-joint-declaration-june-2021/uk-germany-joint-declaration-june-2021
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/uk-and-germany-agree-closer-cooperation-in-first-ever-uk-germany-annual-dialogue
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/uk-and-germany-agree-closer-cooperation-in-first-ever-uk-germany-annual-dialogue
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/uk-and-germany-agree-closer-cooperation-in-first-ever-uk-germany-annual-dialogue
https://www.reuters.com/world/europe/germanys-baerbock-wants-deepen-ties-with-uk-2022-12-08/
https://www.reuters.com/world/europe/germanys-baerbock-wants-deepen-ties-with-uk-2022-12-08/
https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/uk-partner-germany-against-putin-russia-war-labour-ztrcgc0rn
https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/uk-partner-germany-against-putin-russia-war-labour-ztrcgc0rn
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/uk-germany-joint-declaration-june-2021#:~:text=Details,Indo%2DPacific%20and%20shared%20values
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/uk-germany-joint-declaration-june-2021#:~:text=Details,Indo%2DPacific%20and%20shared%20values
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/uk-germany-joint-declaration-june-2021#:~:text=Details,Indo%2DPacific%20and%20shared%20values
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/uk-germany-joint-declaration-june-2021#:~:text=Details,Indo%2DPacific%20and%20shared%20values
https://www.gov.uk/government/speeches/britain-and-germany-an-alliance-of-values
https://www.gov.uk/government/speeches/britain-and-germany-an-alliance-of-values
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plemented by other non-governmental fora, such as the an-
nual Königswinter Conference (since 1950) and the specific 
Defence Königswinter Conference (since 2010).

Strong ties exist between the two countries, exemplified by 
His Majesty the King’s first state visit to Germany; in addi-
tion, on 30 March 2023, he became the first British mon-
arch to address the Bundestag, speaking in German, which 
was a strong signal of British-German friendship.21 Moreo-
ver, following the first Strategic Dialogue, the UK-Germany 
Cultural Commission met for the first time in 30 years, an 
event which highlights the strength of the wider relation-
ship outside of defence and security.

LIMITING FACTORS AND STRATEGIC CULTURE

Structurally, the principal differences in defence and securi-
ty are that the UK is a nuclear weapons power – with bipar-
tisan commitment to the UK’s independent nuclear deter-
rent – and has permanent membership (P5) in the UN Secu-
rity Council (UNSC), while supporting a future permanent 
seat for Germany, and the UK is no longer a member of the 
EU and its security apparatus. There are also fundamental 
differences in strategic culture, and prior to the Ukraine war, 
differing threat perceptions regarding Russia.

There are multiple volumes of works dedicated to explaining 
German post-war strategic culture development and how it 
was shaped by its traumatic experience of nationalism and 
militarism. It evolved a culture which has been characterised 
by a strong preference for soft power and a rejection of 
hard power and unilateralism, a belief in trade as the prima-
ry basis for promoting positive external relations, and a lack 
of confidence in external security policy where the military 
instrument is required.22, 23 Moreover, the post-war political 
and electoral system was designed specifically to favour 
consensus, which has inhibited controversial policy choices 
and translated into an enduring strong preference for oper-
ating multilaterally in international relations, with the Bun-
deswehr as a »parliamentary army«, always requiring mis-
sion approval from the Bundestag.

But public attitudes have been changing. The traditional 
aversion to hard power and the use of force has gradually re-
duced as the Bundeswehr has increasingly been deployed, 
especially outside of Europe, albeit on modest missions, as 
the external environment has grown more hostile. However, 

21 His Majesty The King‘s speech at the German Bundestag, 30.3.2023; 
available at: https://www.gov.uk/government/speeches/his-majesty-
the-kings-speech-at-the-german-bundestag (accessed 30.3.2023).

22 James D. Bindenagel and Philip A. Ackermann, Germany’s Troubled 
Strategic Culture Needs to Change; available at: https://www.gm-
fus.org/sites/default/files/Germany%E2%80%99s%20Troubled%20
Strategic%20Culture%20Needs%20to%20Change.pdf (accessed 
31.1.2023).

23 Jørgen Staun, The Slow Path Towards ‘Normality’: German Strategic 
Culture and the Holocaust, Scandinavian Journal of Military Studies, 
84–99; available at: https://sjms.nu/articles/10.31374/sjms.34/ (ac-
cessed 31.1.2023).

this aversion still remains high, with 51 per cent opposing 
military operations (down from 65 per cent in 2019) and 50 
per cent rejecting increases in military spending.24 The war in 
Ukraine has had an immediate impact, with high levels of 
support for the Zeitenwende vision and continuing support 
to Ukraine, despite the direct economic costs to Germany 
and its citizens.25 Indeed, the societal and cultural change re-
quired in Germany is critical to realising a true Zeitenwende, 
whereby simply allocating more money for defence is not the 
answer and will not deliver or sustain a transformation.

In contrast with Germany’s preference for multilateralism 
and collective solutions, the UK has always preferred a more 
flexible approach, combining multilateral (through NATO 
mainly, but with a strong commitment to the UN), through 
minilateral (5 Eyes, JEF, etc) and through bilateral defence 
engagement, primarily with the US. When these options do 
not meet UK objectives, it is comfortable operating in coali-
tions of the willing, including operations involving the use of 
force. As the UK has gradually orientated toward operating 
in a world with more acute great power competition, it has 
continued to accept that effective foreign policy needs an 
active defence component, demonstrated by the UK ap-
proach to both Iraq and Afghanistan, and most recently ex-
emplified by significant military support to Ukraine and its 
European allies and partners, and its enhanced military en-
gagement within the Indo-Pacific.26

These embedded differences do not necessarily prevent co-
operation. Compromises will be required on both sides to 
unlock enhanced cooperation. Indeed, the key to a success-
ful UK-German partnership will be predicated on reconciling 
or mitigating these essential differences by unifying around 
a common aim. Coalescing around strengthening Euro-At-
lantic security and support for Ukraine will also gradually 
make these differences less significant. Moreover, enhanced 
UK German cooperation could also prevent the fragmenta-
tion of European security:

»Initially it might seem counterproductive, or even contra-
dictory, to promote deeper cooperation between two coun-
tries with diverging perspectives on strategic culture and Eu-
ropean integration. Yet it is exactly because of these differ-
ences that Berlin and London should strengthen their rela-
tionship. At a time of change across the Atlantic and within 
Europe, especially with the ongoing Brexit negotiations, it is 
essential that Germany and the United Kingdom prevent di-
vergences from growing.«27

24 FES Security Radar 2022; available at: https://library.fes.de/pdf-files/
bueros/wien/18980-20220310.pdf (accessed 17.4.2023).

25 https://www.euractiv.com/section/energy-environment/news/ger-
mans-resolved-to-support-ukraine-despite-gas-prices-as-fm-visits-kyiv/.

26 Ed Arnold, Global Britain and the test of Ukraine, Ramses 2023, 
French Institute of International Relations (IFRI), 78–81.

27 Michelle Shevin-Coetzee, An overlooked alliance: a case for greater 
UK-German defence cooperation, ELN commentary, 4.6.2019; avail-
able at: https://www.europeanleadershipnetwork.org/commentary/
an-overlooked-alliance-a-case-for-greater-uk-german-defence-coop-
eration/ (Accessed 17.4.2023).

https://library.fes.de/pdf-files/bueros/wien/18980-20220310.pdf
https://library.fes.de/pdf-files/bueros/wien/18980-20220310.pdf
https://www.euractiv.com/section/energy-environment/news/germans-resolved-to-support-ukraine-despite-gas-prices-as-fm-visits-kyiv/
https://www.euractiv.com/section/energy-environment/news/germans-resolved-to-support-ukraine-despite-gas-prices-as-fm-visits-kyiv/
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The war in Ukraine has made this even more necessary and 
the need is only going to grow stronger as the war contin-
ues. Moreover, the primacy of NATO is the most significant 
entry point for enhancing the relationship and the institu-
tion where the two countries could add the most value.28 

AN UPDATED JOINT 2030 vISION

This paper proposes that the UK and Germany, as leading 
European defence and security actors with shared values 
and security challenges, should commit to:

 –  Revitalising and deepening the defence and security 
bilateral relationship between our two countries with 
Transatlanticism and Euro-Atlantic security at its core;

 –  Co-leading the development of a European pillar of 
NATO, building on the leadership of their respective 
Framework Nations Concepts, in order to increase Eu-
ropean burden sharing;

 –  Securing long-term support for Ukraine; 

 –  Growing defence industrial collaboration through 
more joint defence procurement projects; and

 –  Cementing readiness at the heart of current and future 
force structures.

28 James Rodgers and Benjamin Tallis, Britian’s World, Bolstering 
NATO through British-German Cooperation, 28.2.2022; available 
at: https://www.geostrategy.org.uk/britains-world/bolstering- nato-
through-british-german-cooperation/ (accessed 25.4.2023).

https://www.geostrategy.org.uk/britains-world/bolstering--nato-through-british-german-cooperation/
https://www.geostrategy.org.uk/britains-world/bolstering--nato-through-british-german-cooperation/
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CHAPTER TWO

WHY THE WAR IN UKRAINE MAKES 
 ENHANCED UK-GERMAN DEFENCE AND 
SECURITY COOPERATION MORE VIABLE, 
NECESSARY, AND BENEFICIAL

This chapter argues that the war in Ukraine and the security 
challenges it has unleashed have created strong drivers to 
invest in the UK-German defence and security relationship. 
It articulates why enhanced defence and security coopera-
tion is beneficial for both countries and for wider Euro-At-
lantic security.

THE WAR IN UKRAINE AND  
THE TRANSFORMATION OF  
EUROPEAN SECURITY

The war in Ukraine is transformational for European securi-
ty and Russia will remain the defining challenge for the re-
mainder of the decade. The UK and Germany are second 
and third respectively in military, humanitarian, and financial 
assistance to Ukraine.29, 30 If Germany’s share of EU support 
is included, then it ranks second to the US overall. The UK 
has already committed to match the 2022 support of 2.3 bil-
lion pounds in assistance in 2023 and German support 
could significantly ramp up this year with more funding re-
quested.31

The war has already had a significant impact on the security 
environment and will likely be the primary driver of transfor-
mation for the remaining decade. Within one year it has:

 – Hardened NATO defence postures, driven Alliance 
transformation, and solidified a near unanimous view 
of the threat posed by Russia;

 –  Produced structural changes, with Finland joining 
NATO and Sweden hoping to be not too far behind, 
and Denmark having removed its EU Common Securi-
ty and Defence Policy (CSDP) opt-out through a ref-
erendum;

29 Kiel Institute for the World Economy, Government support to 
Ukraine: Type of assistance, € billion; available at: https://www.ifw-
kiel.de/topics/war-against-ukraine/ukraine-support-tracker/ (accessed 
24.4.2023).

30 Ibid. Germany’s humanitarian support is 10 times that of the UK ac-
cording to Kiel data.

31 Der Spiegel, Arms aid to Ukraine is being massively expanded, 
28.3.2023; available at: https://www.spiegel.de/politik/deutschland/
waffenhilfe-fuer-die-ukraine-wird-massiv-ausgeweitet-a-71fab9c7-
6c38-41eb-8536-dbf20aee1114 (accessed 30.3.2023).

 –  Shifted Europe’s politico-military centre of gravity 
eastward, with Warsaw, rather than Berlin, London or 
Paris, becoming a focal point. US President Biden has 
visited twice within a year, and given a major speech to 
mark the anniversary of the invasion.32 When support 
to Ukraine is measured as a percentage of GDP, the 
Baltics come out on top;33 and

 –  Significantly increased defence expenditure and in-
vestment, especially in Germany, France, and Poland, 
to levels seen at the end of the Cold War, which has 
changed defence industry business models.34

The war makes UK-German defence and security coopera-
tion more viable and necessary for four principal reasons:

1. The Zeitenwende vision unlocks broader and deeper op-
portunities for defence and security cooperation than 
have previously been viable;

2. UK and German threat perceptions are in greater align-
ment and the war has reaffirmed the importance of alli-
ances, allies, and the need for greater cooperation;

3. If this transformational moment is mismanaged, there is 
a risk that European security will fragment, which would 
be against UK and German interests and therefore it 
provides a strong incentive to jointly mitigate this risk. 
Enhanced UK-Germany defence and security coopera-

32 The Economist, The war in Ukraine has made eastern Europe 
stronger, 27.2.203; available at: https://www.economist.com/eu-
rope/2023/02/27/the-war-in-ukraine-has-made-eastern-europe-
stronger (accessed 27.2.2023).

33 The Zeitenwende Beyond Germany, Internationale Politik Quarterly, 
9.3.2023; available at: https://ip-quarterly.com/en/zeitenwende-be-
yond-germany (accessed 31.3.2023) and Kiel Institute for the World 
Economy, Government support to Ukraine: By donor country GDP, in-
cluding and excluding EU share; available at: https://www.ifw-kiel.
de/topics/war-against-ukraine/ukraine-support-tracker/ (accessed 
24.4.2023).

34 The Guardian, Defence spending in western and central Europe tops 
last year of cold war, 24.4.2023; available at: https://www.theguard-
ian.com/world/2023/apr/24/defence-spending-in-western-and-cen-
tral-europe-tops-last-year-of-cold-war?CMP=Share_AndroidApp_
Other (accessed 24.4.2023) and SIPRI Fact Sheet April 2023, Trends 
in world military expenditure, 2022; available at: https://www.sipri.
org/sites/default/files/2023-04/2304_fs_milex_2022.pdf (accessed 
24.4.2023).

https://www.ifw-kiel.de/topics/war-against-ukraine/ukraine-support-tracker/
https://www.ifw-kiel.de/topics/war-against-ukraine/ukraine-support-tracker/
https://www.spiegel.de/politik/deutschland/waffenhilfe-fuer-die-ukraine-wird-massiv-ausgeweitet-a-71fab9c7-6c38-41eb-8536-dbf20aee1114
https://www.spiegel.de/politik/deutschland/waffenhilfe-fuer-die-ukraine-wird-massiv-ausgeweitet-a-71fab9c7-6c38-41eb-8536-dbf20aee1114
https://www.spiegel.de/politik/deutschland/waffenhilfe-fuer-die-ukraine-wird-massiv-ausgeweitet-a-71fab9c7-6c38-41eb-8536-dbf20aee1114
https://www.economist.com/europe/2023/02/27/the-war-in-ukraine-has-made-eastern-europe-stronger
https://www.economist.com/europe/2023/02/27/the-war-in-ukraine-has-made-eastern-europe-stronger
https://www.economist.com/europe/2023/02/27/the-war-in-ukraine-has-made-eastern-europe-stronger
https://ip-quarterly.com/en/zeitenwende-beyond-germany
https://ip-quarterly.com/en/zeitenwende-beyond-germany
https://www.ifw-kiel.de/topics/war-against-ukraine/ukraine-support-tracker/
https://www.ifw-kiel.de/topics/war-against-ukraine/ukraine-support-tracker/
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2023/apr/24/defence-spending-in-western-and-central-europe-tops-last-year-of-cold-war?CMP=Share_AndroidApp_Other
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2023/apr/24/defence-spending-in-western-and-central-europe-tops-last-year-of-cold-war?CMP=Share_AndroidApp_Other
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2023/apr/24/defence-spending-in-western-and-central-europe-tops-last-year-of-cold-war?CMP=Share_AndroidApp_Other
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2023/apr/24/defence-spending-in-western-and-central-europe-tops-last-year-of-cold-war?CMP=Share_AndroidApp_Other
https://www.sipri.org/sites/default/files/2023-04/2304_fs_milex_2022.pdf
https://www.sipri.org/sites/default/files/2023-04/2304_fs_milex_2022.pdf
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tion would send a strong signal to allies and adversaries 
alike about the importance of Euro-Atlantic unity in the 
face of growing threats; and

4. A poor global economic outlook and the requirement 
for defence modernisation and increased stockpiling 
creates strong drivers to realise long-term economic ef-
ficiencies.

Recommendation 4 – Political and Policy

The UK and Germany should explore the potential for 
and content of a bilateral Treaty-based defence and se-
curity relationship, consistent with NATO obligations 
and transparent to EU security structures, to realise the 
current untapped potential that such an agreement 
could deliver. This agreement should build on work al-
ready undertaken through UK and German leadership 
of their respective Framework Nations Concepts and 
should focus on increasing European burden sharing 
and enhancing readiness of forces.

Its objectives should include: 

 –  Enhanced cooperation on Northern European security;
 –  Increasing European burden sharing to shape a Euro-

pean pillar of NATO;
 –  Developing further effectiveness and interoperability, 

with the principle of complementarity and specialisa-
tion; and

 –  Expanding defence industry cooperation and develop-
ing cooperative equipment programmes.

THE ZEITENWENDE

The powerful Zeitenwende speech of 27 February 2022 fun-
damentally accelerated the process of change which had 
begun with the Munich consensus and marked a point of no 
return.35 In the speech, the Chancellor committed to a dual 
funding settlement of first, a 100 billion euro special de-
fence fund for long-term military projects, outside of the 
regular budgetary process and, second, meeting the NATO 
two per cent defence spending target by fiscal year 2022–
2023, which in any case will not be met. These announce-
ments complemented other decisions that month to halt the 
completion of the Nord Stream 2 pipeline, exclude Russia 
from the SWIFT global financial transaction service, rapidly 
diversify away from Russian oil and gas imports, and ap-
prove the delivery of lethal aid to Ukraine, which together 
marked a seismic shift in Germany’s geopolitical position.

In just one year, Berlin has progressed from promising 5,000 
helmets to suppling MBTs, artillery, and air defence systems 

35 Bernhard Blumenau, Breaking with convention? Zeitenwende and 
the traditional pillars of German foreign policy, International Af-
fairs, volume 98, Issue 6, November 2022, 1895–1913; available at: 
https://doi.org/10.1093/ia/iiac166 (accessed 9.5.2023).

to Ukraine.36 The establishment of the 100 billion euro spe-
cial fund also required changes to the Constitution – an ac-
tion that the chancellor described as »the starkest change in 
German security policy since the establishment of the Bun-
deswehr in 1955«.37 The criticism of Germany regarding the 
implementation of its strategic shift has been fierce at times, 
but there are deep cultural sensitivities towards defence and 
security that still exist in Germany which partners need to 
understand and need to appreciate the substantial steps 
that have already been taken. Germany is currently under-
going significant change in many policy fields, with the Bun-
deswehr and defence being the most difficult area to 
change, requiring adequate time for involved departments 
to prepare for this.

While much of the criticism has been unjustified, 15 months 
after the Chancellor’s speech, much of the actual scope of 
the Zeitenwende remains to be clarified beyond the finan-
cial commitments.38 There is also debate about the signifi-
cance of the announced reforms, with some in the analyti-
cal community arguing that real change has yet to begin, 
and that shifts in energy security have far exceeded steps to-
ward military modernisation. There is also a widespread 
concern that the sense of urgency and political momentum 
for a transformative change might already be lost.39

What has also become clear since the February speech is 
that, while more money helps, in view of the starting point 
for German defence it is insufficient to enact the change de-
manded. To be sustained and enduring, any change needs 
to ensure far-reaching shifts in German strategic culture – 
something which Chancellor Scholz explicitly acknowledges 
in his Global Zeitenwende essay.40 Without such change, 
practical reforms are difficult to drive through. Thus, while 
the new Defence Minister is credited with bringing the re-
quired purpose and energy to his department, some observ-
ers argue that the Bundeswehr is actually in worse shape 
one year after the Zeitenwende speech, as the 100 billion 

36 A full list of support can be accessed here: https://www.bundesregi-
erung.de/breg-en/news/military-support-ukraine-2054992.

37 Chancellor Scholz, The Global Zeitenwende: How to Avoid a New 
Cold War in a Multipolar Era, Foreign Affairs, January/February 2023.

38 Kristi Raik, Germany’s Zeitenwende Fails to Address Europe’s New 
Geopolitical Reality, Internationale Politik Quarterly, 4.1.2023; avail-
able at: https://ip-quarterly.com/en/germanys-zeitenwende-fails-ad-
dress-europes-new-geopolitical-reality (accessed 7.1.2023); Ben-
jamin Tallis, What Zeitenwende?, Internationale Politik Quarterly, 
19.10.2022; available at: https://ip-quarterly.com/en/what-zeiten-
wende (accessed 5.12.2022); Bernhard Blumenau, Breaking with 
convention? Zeitenwende and the traditional pillars of German for-
eign policy, International Affairs, volume 98, Issue 6, November 
2022, 1895–1913; available at: https://doi.org/10.1093/ia/iiac166 (ac-
cessed 2.2.2023).

39 The Economist, A year after he promised a transformation, Olaf 
Scholz has done too little, 23.2.2023; available at: https://www.
economist.com/leaders/2023/02/23/a-year-after-he-promised-a-
transformation-olaf-scholz-has-done-too-little (accessed 7.3.2023); 
Politico, The truth about Germany’s defense policy shift, 27.2.2023; 
available at: https://www.politico.eu/article/germany-zeitenwende-
defense-spending-nato-gdp-target-scholz-ukraine-war-russia/?s=03 
(accessed 5.3.2023).

40 Chancellor Scholz, The Global Zeitenwende: How to Avoid a New 
Cold War in a Multipolar Era, Foreign Affairs, January/February 2023.

https://doi.org/10.1093/ia/iiac166
https://www.bundesregierung.de/breg-en/news/military-support-ukraine-2054992
https://www.bundesregierung.de/breg-en/news/military-support-ukraine-2054992
https://ip-quarterly.com/en/germanys-zeitenwende-fails-address-europes-new-geopolitical-reality
https://ip-quarterly.com/en/germanys-zeitenwende-fails-address-europes-new-geopolitical-reality
https://ip-quarterly.com/en/what-zeitenwende
https://ip-quarterly.com/en/what-zeitenwende
https://doi.org/10.1093/ia/iiac166
https://www.economist.com/leaders/2023/02/23/a-year-after-he-promised-a-transformation-olaf-scholz-has-done-too-little
https://www.economist.com/leaders/2023/02/23/a-year-after-he-promised-a-transformation-olaf-scholz-has-done-too-little
https://www.economist.com/leaders/2023/02/23/a-year-after-he-promised-a-transformation-olaf-scholz-has-done-too-little
https://www.politico.eu/article/germany-zeitenwende-defense-spending-nato-gdp-target-scholz-ukraine-war-russia/?s=03
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euro fund is yet to make an impact.41 Moreover, the Defence 
Minister has already requested an additional 10 billion euros 
for the regular defence budget in 2024 but faces difficulties 
in gaining agreement from the FDP Finance minister Chris-
tian Linder.42 Again, the complexity of overhauling the Bun-
deswehr, reforming procurement, and absorbing new funds 
while at the same time supporting Ukraine is a significant 
challenge and such cultural changes cannot be made over-
night.

With the Zeitenwende approach still developing, there are 
opportunities for allies and partners to shape its future and 
to assist Germany in accelerating this process. The UK is sup-
portive of the Zeitenwende vision, and should offer support 
where necessary to internationalise it as it would obviously 
strengthen European security, but the UK remains un-
convinced about its delivery, especially over the long-term.43 

THE MUTUAL RELATIONSHIP  
WITH THE US

The most important bilateral relationship for both the UK 
and Germany is with the US, and both have a transatlantic 
security outlook. Their mutual strategic objective is to keep 
the US as engaged as possible in European security. This 
synergy should be fundamental for enhanced cooperation 
as initiatives that mutually support this goal will be well sup-
ported.

A longstanding US request of partners has been to take on 
more responsibility, and the issue of burden sharing within 
NATO has been a perennial problem for Euro-Atlantic secu-
rity since the end of the Cold War.44 The war in Ukraine, 
coming just 6 months after European doubts regarding US 
leadership after the fall of Kabul, has highlighted the funda-
mental role the US plays in European security, evidenced by 
the pace and scale of US support to Ukraine.45 The 2022 US 
National Defense Strategy prioritises the »pacing challenge« 
of China in the Indo-Pacific over the Russian challenge to 
Europe.46 Therefore, now more than ever, the US needs Eu-
ropean countries to step up.

With London and Berlin acutely aware of the possibility of 
US policy changes, following the 2024 US Presidential elec-

41 Financial Times, Scholz struggles to reset German defence policy, 
2.3.2023; available at: https://www.ft.com/content/53adb56a-7233-
434d-862e-b3814ea38b00 (accessed 14.3.2023).

42 Boris Pistorius’ Budget Battle, Internationale Politik Quarterly, 
24.3.2023; available at: https://ip-quarterly.com/en/boris-pistorius- 
budget-battle (accessed 27.3.2023).

43 Helene von Bismarck, London is waiting for Germany’s turning point, 
Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung, 9.2.2023; available at: https://www.
faz.net/aktuell/politik/ausland/grossbritannien-und-deutschland-lon-
don-wartet-auf-die-zeitenwende-18664987.html (accessed 5.3.2023).

44 German White Paper 2016, 32.

45 Kiel Institute for the World Economy, Government support to 
Ukraine: Type of assistance, € billion, https://www.ifw-kiel.de/topics/
war-against-ukraine/ukraine-support-tracker/ (accessed 24.4.2023).

46 US Department of Defense, 2022 National Defense Strategy of the 
United States of America, October 2022.

tion, it is in their mutual interest to mitigate any possible fu-
ture unity challenges between the US and Europe by prepar-
ing now. The UK and Germany are already committed to in-
creasing European burden sharing and capabilities, within a 
NATO context, through leadership of their respective NATO 
Framework Nations. Yet, with a worsening security environ-
ment there is considerable scope for expanding the Frame-
work Nation approach and developing European capabili-
ties.47 Indeed, combined, the UK and Germany already have 
experience and are best placed to provide the required lead-
ership and set a vision and level of ambition to other Euro-
pean countries.

THE MUTUAL RELATIONSHIP 
WITH FRANCE

Any strengthening of the UK-German relationship must 
consider how it might impact existing relationships with 
France. Moreover, strengthening the UK-German relation-
ship does not serve as a replacement for the one which they 
both enjoy with France. The two other sides of the »E3 tri-
angle« are well established and bolstered by bilateral trea-
ties. The UK-France relationship is governed by the Lancas-
ter House Treaties of 2010.48 These treaties are substantial 
and cover a broad range of security areas, including nuclear 
and the establishment of the Combined Joint Expeditionary 
Force (CJEF).

The Franco-German relationship is governed by the endur-
ing Élysée Treaty, which celebrated its 60th birthday on 22 
January 2023, with a summit that committed to enhancing 
Franco-German and European security and defence cooper-
ation, particularly on closer EU-NATO cooperation and ca-
pability development.49 This relationship was reinforced with 
the 2020 Treaty of Aachen on Franco-German Cooperation 
and Integration, which committed to deeper cooperation in 
foreign, security and defence policy including strengthening 
the ability for Europe to act autonomously.50 

While both relationships are structurally strong, they are vul-
nerable to the political weather. Brexit, and then the Sep-
tember 2021 Australia-UK-US »AUKUS« defence partner-

47 Monaghan, Sean and Arnold, Ed (2022) »Indispensable: NATO’s 
Framework Concept beyond Madrid«. CSIS Briefs, 27 June 2022; 
available at: https://www.csis.org/analysis/indispensable-natos- 
framework-nations-concept-beyond-madrid (accessed 23.1.2023).

48 Treaty between the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern 
Ireland and the French Republic for Defence and Security Co-oper-
ation, London, 2.11.2010; available at: https://assets.publishing.ser-
vice.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/
file/238153/8174.pdf (accessed 9.2.2023); and UK government, Ten 
years of the Lancaster House Treaties, 2.11.2020; available at: https://
www.gov.uk/government/news/ten-years-of-the-lancaster-house-
treaties (accessed 9.2.2023).

49 French-German declaration, 22.1.2023; available at: https://www.
elysee.fr/en/emmanuel-macron/2023/01/22/french-german-declara-
tion (accessed 23.1.2023).

50 Treaty of Aachen on Franco-German Cooperation and Integration; 
available at: https://www.diplomatie.gouv.fr/IMG/pdf/19-0232-
1900417_en_fin_reinschrift_ws_aa105-og_ck_010219__cle079d7b.
pdf (accessed 21.1.2023).

https://www.ft.com/content/53adb56a-7233-434d-862e-b3814ea38b00
https://www.ft.com/content/53adb56a-7233-434d-862e-b3814ea38b00
https://www.faz.net/aktuell/politik/ausland/grossbritannien-und-deutschland-london-wartet-auf-die-zeitenwende-18664987.html
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https://www.faz.net/aktuell/politik/ausland/grossbritannien-und-deutschland-london-wartet-auf-die-zeitenwende-18664987.html
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https://www.csis.org/analysis/indispensable-natos-framework-nations-concept-beyond-madrid
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/238153/8174.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/238153/8174.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/238153/8174.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/ten-years-of-the-lancaster-house-treaties
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/ten-years-of-the-lancaster-house-treaties
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/ten-years-of-the-lancaster-house-treaties
https://www.elysee.fr/en/emmanuel-macron/2023/01/22/french-german-declaration
https://www.elysee.fr/en/emmanuel-macron/2023/01/22/french-german-declaration
https://www.elysee.fr/en/emmanuel-macron/2023/01/22/french-german-declaration
https://www.diplomatie.gouv.fr/IMG/pdf/19-0232-1900417_en_fin_reinschrift_ws_aa105-og_ck_010219__cle079d7b.pdf
https://www.diplomatie.gouv.fr/IMG/pdf/19-0232-1900417_en_fin_reinschrift_ws_aa105-og_ck_010219__cle079d7b.pdf
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ship, which undercut the French defence industry, has dam-
aged the UK-France relationship. However, there have been 
recent positive developments with the first UK-France Sum-
mit since 2018 on 10 March 2023, which included deepen-
ing defence and security ties in all domains.51

There have been mounting Franco-German disagreements 
over a hydrogen pipeline from the Iberian Peninsula to Cen-
tral Europe and a unilateral German 200 billion euro energy 
aid package, which contributed to an October 2022 Summit 
being cancelled at short notice.52 Defence cooperation is al-
so under strain with reports that the Franco-German Future 
Combat Air System (FCAS) and Main Ground Combat Sys-
tem (MGCS) programmes are both experiencing trouble.53 

Similarly, the UK and Germany have Brexit legacy complica-
tions to cooperation, which appear to be fading with the 
formal adoption of the Windsor Framework.54 Moreover, 
support to Ukraine has brought the UK, Germany, and 
France closer together and has provided a long-term mutu-
al objective for defence and security cooperation.

51 UK-France Joint Leaders‘ Declaration, 10.3.2023; available at: https://
www.gov.uk/government/publications/uk-france-joint-leaders-decla-
ration/uk-france-joint-leaders-declaration (accessed 11.3.2023).

52 Reuters, France in new row with Germany and Spain over nucle-
ar-derived hydrogen, 9.2.2023; available at: https://www.reuters.
com/business/sustainable-business/france-new-row-with-germa-
ny-spain-over-nuclear-derived-hydrogen-2023-02-08/ (accessed 
19.2.2023); and Financial Times, Germany deploys ‘economic clout’ 
with €200bn energy aid package, 29.9.2022; available at: https://
www.ft.com/content/a14c4ae4-c513-46c1-b427-23a5e046703b 
(accessed 26.March 2023).

53 Bronk, J. FCAS: Is the Franco-German-Spanish Combat Air Pro-
gramme really in trouble? RUSI. March 2021; available at: https://
rusi.org/commentary/fcas-franco-german-spanish-combat-air-pro-
gramme-really-trouble (accessed 9.5.2023) and MGCS source.

54 UK and EU to formally adopt the Windsor Framework; available 
at: https://www.gov.uk/government/news/uk-and-eu-to-formally-
adopt-the-windsor-framework (accessed 26.3.2023).

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/uk-france-joint-leaders-declaration/uk-france-joint-leaders-declaration
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CHAPTER THREE

A VISION FOR UK-GERMAN DEFENCE AND 
SECURITY COOPERATION

This chapter considers options for enhanced UK-German 
foreign, defence and security policy cooperation. It focusses 
heavily on Euro-Atlantic cooperation based on the 2030 
timeframe of the roadmap and the priorities established by 
the Joint Declaration.

EURO-ATLANTIC SECURITY AND  
THE THREAT FROM RUSSIA

The UK was already well attuned to the Russian threat, no-
tably because of Russia’s use of chemical weapons within 
the UK in Salisbury in 2018, which was called out explicitly 
in the IR2021. Despite the Russia challenge being well ana-
lysed in the 2016 White Paper, many German politicians and 
policymakers did not think that the war would happen, cer-
tainly not at the scale that was unleashed on 24 February 
2022. The German leadership was confronted for the first 
time with the brutality and proximity of the Russian threat 
and the new government has had to manage a steep learn-
ing curve.

THE PRIMACY OF NATO FOR  
EUROPEAN SECURITY

The 2021 Joint Declaration is unequivocal to the shared im-
portance of the transatlantic alliance, stating that »NATO is 
the cornerstone of Euro-Atlantic security. It remains the 
bedrock of our collective defence. We recognise the impor-
tance of a stronger and more capable European contribu-
tion to this. We remain jointly committed to NATO-EU 
co-operation«.55

Since the Joint Declaration was signed, NATO’s response 
to the war in Ukraine and Russian aggression was en-
shrined in the 2022 Strategic Concept, which significantly 
hardened its defence and deterrence posture to »defend 

55 UK-Germany joint declaration, June 2021; available at: https://
www.gov.uk/government/publications/uk-germany-joint-declara-
tion-june-2021/uk-germany-joint-declaration-june-2021 (accessed 
13.12.2022).

every inch of NATO territory«.56 There was close coordina-
tion between London and Berlin in strengthening the eFP 
to deploy a Brigade headquarters in their respective multi-
national battlegroups (Estonia and Lithuania) and to scale 
to that echelon quickly if the threat dictates. While the 
Baltic states had requested Divisions, which the UK and 
Germany cannot currently credibly field, this agreement 
seems acceptable to them and allows the UK and Germa-
ny the necessary time to improve readiness of their own 
forces.

NATO is also developing an ambitious New Force Model 
with more substantial forces at much higher readiness.57 
Germany was the first to commit forces publicly, including 
an armoured division, while the UK has also committed sig-
nificant forces.58, 59 The UK and Germany are also framework 
nations for NATO’s very High Readiness Task Force (vJTF), 
which Germany is leading in 2023, before handing it over to 
the UK for 2024.60 The 2021 DCP commits to investing in ex-
isting UK storage facilities in Germany to increase readiness 
and recognises this as a critical location for the forward de-
ployment of UK forces.61 

56 NATO 2022 Strategic Concept, available at: https://www.nato.int/
strategic-concept/ (accessed 13.12.2022).

57 https://www.nato.int/nato_static_fl2014/assets/pdf/2022/6/pd-
f/220629-infographic-new-nato-force-model.pdf.

58 https://www.bmvg.de/de/aktuelles/new-force-model-nato-vers-
taerkt-schnelle-eingreifkraefte-5456976/.

59 Gotkowska, Julia and Jacek Tarociński (2022) “NATO after Ma-
drid: how much deterrence and defence on the eastern flank?” 
OSW Commentary, Centre for Eastern Studies, 5.7.2022; avail-
able at: https://www.osw.waw.pl/en/publikacje/osw-commen-
tary/2022-07-05/nato-after-madrid-how-much-deterrence-and-
defence-eastern (accessed 17.1.2023); and https://www.gov.uk/
government/news/uk-to-make-more-forces-available-to-nato-to-
counter-future-threats/.

60 The German Army is ready for NATO Response Force 2022-2024, 
Bundeswehr, 25.2.2022; available at: https://www.bundeswehr.de/
en/organization/army/news/german-army-ready-for-vjtf-as-part-of-
nrf-2022-2024-5376246 (accessed 9.5.2023) and Britain says it is 
committed to leading a NATO task force in 2024, Euractiv, 4.1.2023; 
available at: https://www.euractiv.com/section/defence-and-se-
curity/news/britain-says-it-is-committed-to-leading-a-nato-task-
force-in-2024/ (accessed 9.5.2023).

61 HM Government, Defence in a Competitive Age, 16.
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Recommendation 5 – Policy

The UK and Germany should lead by example and, fur-
ther to the commitment of initial forces to NATO’s New 
Force Model, they should jointly develop and lead alli-
ance readiness initiatives to help correct problems with-
in their own forces and incentivise other allies to invest 
in and prioritise readiness. Such a common initiative 
would strengthen European Security by making a Euro-
pean pillar of NATO more credible and build trust 
amongst allies.

Recommendation 6 –  
Dialogue and Knowledge Sharing

Germany should offer positions for UK liaison officers 
for the 2023 vJTF rotation to help support UK planning 
and ensure a smooth handover for 2024. This should 
then be institutionalised for further rotations.

The UK and Germany also lead separate NATO Framework 
Nations Concepts (FNCs), which were championed by Ger-
many in 2014 to increase the breadth and depth of Europe-
an NATO capabilities.62 The German Framework Nation 
largely focusses on capability development through a »co-
herent capability package«.63 In contrast, the UK contribu-
tion, through the Joint Expeditionary Force (JEF) is an oper-
ational framework that has significantly increased its activi-
ty in response to the Ukraine war. While the benefit and val-
ue of JEF is well understood by its members, there is a scep-
ticism by some of its non-members, including Germany. Our 
research suggests that this scepticism stems from a lack of 
understanding about the JEF and its development, rather 
than an inherent dislike for the framework.64 It would be ad-
vantageous to the security of Northern Europe for Germany 
to be more closely aligned with the JEF, especially as Germa-
ny leads the eFP battlegroup in Lithuania and has highly in-
tegrated land forces with the Netherlands.

Recommendation 7 – 
Dialogue and Knowledge Sharing

The UK should better communicate the JEF and its like-
ly future development to German and other non-mem-
ber audiences. This should include an offer to host Ger-
man liaison officers at the JEF operational headquarters.

This could support the use of JEF + Germany formats and in-
itiatives (and +Poland), such as the physical and cyber pro-
tection of critical national infrastructure in the North and 
Baltic Seas, which has emerged as a common vital interest.
Germany is a central player in Northern Europe – the UK’s 

62 Monaghan, Sean (2022) “Indispensable: NATO’s Framework Concept 
beyond Madrid”. CSIS Briefs, 27.6.2022; available at: https://www.
csis.org/analysis/indispensable-natos-framework-nations-conceptbe-
yond-madrid (accessed 23.1.2023).

63 Claudia Major and Christian Mölling, The Framework Nations Con-
cept, SWP Comments 52, December 2014.

64 Expert and official consultations and Workshop output.

Euro-Atlantic priority – and the Baltic Sea in particular, espe-
cially for Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance (ISR) 
capabilities and operations. Moreover, following the Nord-
stream 1 and 2 pipeline attacks, the need to protect critical 
national infrastructure in the region has been elevated, for 
which the UK has procured two multi-role Ocean Surveil-
lance ships to be in service by 2023.65 Germany has ordered 
the P8A Poseidon Maritime Patrol Aircraft (MPA) which the 
UK and Norway both operate and is an area where the three 
countries have significant interoperability.66 

Recommendation 8 – Operational

The UK should invite Germany to join its trilateral agree-
ment on P8 Poseidon MPA with the US and Norway to 
increase availability and sustainability of ISR in the North 
Atlantic, High North and Baltic Sea region and provide 
more continuous coverage for each sub-region.

CLOSER COOPERATION BETWEEN  
THE UK AND EU

The third paragraph of the 2021 Joint Declaration affirms the 
unshakeable German commitment to the EU – ‘For Germany, 
its membership of the European Union remains a key refer-
ence point and it supports cooperation between the EU and 
the UK’ and it will ensure the »highest possible level of trans-
parency« regarding bilateral undertakings with the UK.67 
Therefore, any UK-Germany bilateral cooperation is heavily 
dependent on good UK-EU relations which are at a post-Brex-
it high following the adoption of the Windsor Framework.

The war in Ukraine has already strengthened the potential 
for future UK EU defence and security cooperation for sev-
eral reasons. First, this has been accomplished through prac-
tical cooperation on Russian sanctions. Second, this is fur-
ther aided by the common goal of support for Ukraine 
which the EU has conducted through the European Peace 
Facility. Third, the UK has now joined the EU Permanent 
Structured Cooperation (PESCO) project on Military Mobili-
ty, which opens up the possibility of joining other projects. 
Finally, the war has helped to clarify the division of labour 
between the EU and NATO, through their third Joint Decla-
ration, which signalled less competition and more coopera-
tion and complementarity with each other.68 These have al-

65 Navy Lookout, Protecting seabed infrastructure – UK Multi-Role Ocean 
Surveillance Ship to be in service by 2023; available at: https://www.navy-
lookout.com/protecting-seabed-infrastructure-uk-multi-role-ocean-sur-
veillance-ship-to-be-in-service-by-2023/#:~:text=News%20Commen-
taries-,Protecting%20seabed%20infrastructure%20%E2%80%93%20
UK%20Multi%2DRole%20Ocean%20Surveillance%20Ship%20
to,and%20be%20operational%20next%20year (accessed 9.5.2023).

66 Douglas Barrie, Nick Childs, Yohann Michel, Ester Sabatino, and Ben 
Schreer, Northern Europe, The Arctic and The Baltic: The ISR Gap, 
IISS, December 2022, 21.

67 UK-Germany joint declaration, June 2021; available at: https://www.gov.
uk/government/publications/uk-germany-joint-declaration-june-2021/
uk-germany-joint-declaration-june-2021 (accessed 13.12.2022).

68 NATO-EU Joint Declaration, 10.1.2023; available at: https://www.nato.
int/cps/en/natohq/official_texts_210549.htm (accessed 12.2.2023).

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/uk-germany-joint-declaration-june-2021/uk-germany-joint-declaration-june-2021
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/uk-germany-joint-declaration-june-2021/uk-germany-joint-declaration-june-2021
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/uk-germany-joint-declaration-june-2021/uk-germany-joint-declaration-june-2021
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ready led to discussions on further UK-EU defence coopera-
tion, including counter terrorism and cyber.69

Closer UK-EU ties will require balance and concessions for 
both the UK and Germany. Germany wants a close relation-
ship with the UK, but also wants to strengthen the CSDP to 
move towards greater strategic sovereignty.70 This might re-
quire accommodating the UK preference for bilateralism 
and ad hoc cooperation, in contrast to German and EU stra-
tegic culture. In turn, the UK will likely have to accept and 
foster more formal and institutional links with the EU.

CHINA AND THE INDO-PACIFIC

For Europe, the direct threat that Russia currently poses to 
the Euro-Atlantic is the highest priority, but the importance 
of China and the Indo-Pacific will only grow throughout the 
remainder of the decade, especially for defence policy. Chi-
na has achieved 28 consecutive years of military growth – 
the longest uninterrupted period of spending growth in the 
SIPRI military expenditure database.71

There is little European consensus on China, as the approach 
must balance economic and trade interests with the harder 
defence and security policy realities. The pandemic and the 
war in Ukraine have exposed the risk of being heavily reliant 
on authoritarian regimes for raw materials and supply chains. 
This balance will be difficult to manage by reducing econom-
ic dependencies and risk (China is Germany’s largest trading 
partner and the EU’s second largest) while also cooperating 
more on issues such as climate change. This lack of consensus 
was highlighted during President Macron’s April 2024 state 
visit to Beijing, alongside EU Commission President Ursula von 
Der Leyen, which received heavy transatlantic criticism for 
comments on his perceived European view on Taiwan.72

The German government coalition agreement committed to 
develop a China strategy, to be adopted imminently, which is 
likely to follow a harder line on China, especially over »mas-
sive human rights violations«.73 Not only is this an opportuni-
ty to reconcile policy differences within the coalition and in-
fluence EU policy, with a desire to Europeanise its own poli-

69 Financial Times, EU and UK ramp up talks on defence co-operation, 
27.3.2023; available at: https://www.ft.com/content/31199fe0-c2ac-
4db3-b24c-e6004c2f22f1 (accessed 27.3. 2023).

70 Julina Mintel and Nicolai von Ondarza, The Bilateralisation of British 
foreign Policy, SWP Comment No. 14, February 2022, 3.

71 SIPRI Fact Sheet April 2023, Trends in world military expend-
iture, 2022; available at: https://www.sipri.org/sites/default/
files/2023-04/2304_fs_milex_2022.pdf (accessed 24.4.2023).

72 Financial Times, Emmanuel Macron’s Taiwan remarks spark inter-
national backlash, 10.4.2023; available at: https://www.ft.com/
content/57c82d61-b2df-4712-b996-46a3c5df3fa3 (accessed 
24.4.2023); and Ursula von der Leyen forged a bolder, stronger EU. 
Can she keep it? available at: https://www.ft.com/content/d0b-
d82d1-8e7d-4379-9f59-630886c04293?shareType=nongift  
(accessed 9.5.2023).

73 Politico, Germany weighs harder line on China and its ‘massive hu-
man rights violations’, 23.11.2022; available at: https://www.politico.
eu/article/germany-mulls-harder-line-on-china-new-deal-with-tai-
wan/ (accessed 4.4.2023).

cy, but also to establish concrete priorities.74 Both Chancellor 
Scholz and Foreign Minister Annalena Baerbock have recent-
ly visited Beijing, with both taking a tougher stance.75

The UK IRR2023 describes China as an »epoch-defining 
challenge« and Foreign Secretary James Cleverly set out 
three pillars of UK policy: to strengthen UK national security 
protections where threatened; to deepen cooperation and 
strengthen alignment with partners in the Indo-Pacific and 
globally; and to engage directly with China, bilaterally and 
multilaterally, to maintain relations.76 

Current UK and German approaches show signs of pragma-
tism, are consistent with the 2021 Joint Declaration, and de-
velop synergies, especially Pillar Two of the UK approach. 
With development ongoing, it is unlikely that there will be 
immediate substantial areas of cooperation. However, an in-
crease in dialogue can help develop those strategies and 
create greater synergies, especially as the UK and German 
positions are closer than those of France at present; moreo-
ver, having a closer position between two leading European 
nations will influence a more coherent European position.

MARITIME COOPERATION  
IN THE INDO-PACIFIC

The UK and Germany, alongside the Netherlands and 
France, are the only European countries to have developed 
Indo-Pacific strategies, in addition to the EU as a whole.77 
The IRR2023 designated the Indo-Pacific as the second ge-
ographic priority but noted that the prosperity and security 
of the region and the Euro-Atlantic were inextricably linked. 
Moreover, it also noted that the Indo-Pacific »tilt« of the 
IR2021 was now complete and achieved through largely 
non-military means.78 In September 2020, Germany pub-
lished its Policy Guidelines for the Indo-Pacific Region which 
aimed to strengthen strategic and security policy partner-
ships and cooperate in tackling human-induced climate 
change and diversifying and strengthening economic ties.79

74 Why Germany’s New China Strategy Needs to Go Beyond Sym-
bolism, Internationale Politik Quarterly, 24.3.2023; available at: 
https://ip-quarterly.com/en/why-germanys-new-china-strate-
gy-needs-go-beyond-symbolism (accessed 9.5.2023).

75 The Economist, In China, Germany’s foreign minister does not hold 
back—and is still welcomed, 15.4.2023; available at: https://www.
economist.com/europe/2023/04/15/in-china-germanys-foreign-min-
ister-does-not-hold-back-and-is-still-welcomed (accessed 5.4.2023).

76 Our position on China: Speech by the Foreign Secretary, 25.4.2023; 
available at: https://www.gov.uk/government/speeches/our-position-
on-china-speech-by-the-foreign-secretary (accessed 25 April 2023).

77 Ed Arnold, Dr Tobias Borck, Jean-Pierre Maulny, veerle Nouwens 
and Dr Aniseh Bassiri Tabrizi, Ad-Hoc European Military Cooperation 
Outside Europe, RUSI Occasional Paper, 17; available at: https://rusi.
org/explore-our-research/publications/occasional-papers/ad-hoc-eu-
ropean-military-cooperation-outside-europe (accessed 23.01.2022).

78 HM Government, Integrated Review Refresh 2023, Responding to a 
more contested and volatile world, 21.

79 The Federal Government, Policy Guidelines for the Indo-Pacific 
Region, 2021; available at: https://www.auswaertiges-amt.de/
blob/2380514/f9784f7e3b3fa1bd7c5446d274a4169e/200901-in-
do-pazifik-leitlinien--1--data.pdf (accessed 5.4.2023).
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European military cooperation within the Indo-Pacific, thus 
far, has been ad hoc and transactional.80 Moreover, Indo-Pa-
cific partners have limited capacity to absorb increased and 
uncoordinated European deployments. In 2021, the UK sent 
a Carrier Strike Group (CSG) to the region with a Dutch es-
cort frigate. At the same time, Germany deployed the Bay-
ern frigate for a solo tour, to support its international obliga-
tions and demonstrate that it is a reliable partner in the 
world.81 Unlike the UK and France, Germany does not have 
the history or the territorial assets to support a more ambi-
tious deployment.

The IR2021 wanted to »look for ways to work more close-
ly with European partners, including France and Germany« 
and increased naval deployments to the Indo-Pacific would 
add value bilaterally and for Europe more broadly.82 The UK 
and France, at the March 2023 summit, agreed ‘to coordi-
nate their carrier deployments to provide complementary 
and more persistent European presence in regions of 
shared interest’.83 Closer cooperation here would allow 
Germany to participate in a region of growing importance 
more actively and enhance power projection nationally 
and add to a significant European presence, in line with the 
2021 EU Strategy for Cooperation in the Indo-Pacific. 
Moreover, as the majority of the 100 billion euro special 
fund will be absorbed elsewhere, Germany might need 
support in the maritime domain and could also become an 
area of closer cooperation, especially in the Baltic Sea, for 
future deployments, exercises, or a coordinated maritime 
presence.

Recommendation 9 – Operational

The UK should invite Germany, along with other EU 
partners, to provide an escort ship, or a marine contin-
gent, to a future Carrier Strike Group deployment to 
the Indo-Pacific. This would meet the Defence Com-
mand Paper commitment to »partner more often with 
Germany on operational deployments, such as air po-
licing and naval missions outside the Euro Atlantic 
area«.84

80 Ed Arnold, Dr Tobias Borck, Jean-Pierre Maulny, veerle Nouwens 
and Dr Aniseh Bassiri Tabrizi, Ad-Hoc European Military Coop-
eration Outside Europe, RUSI Occasional Paper, 29; available at: 
https://rusi.org/explore-our-research/publications/occasional-pa-
pers/ad-hoc-european-military-cooperation-outside-europe (ac-
cessed 23.01.2022).

81 Frankfurter Rundschau, Die EU braucht eine Indo-Pazifik-Strategie, 
29.7.2021; available at: https://www.fr.de/meinung/gastbeitraege/
die-eu-braucht-eine-indo-pazifik-strategie-90891089.html (accessed 
9.5.2023).

82 Global Britain in a Competitive Age: the Integrated Review of Se-
curity, Defence, Development and Foreign Policy, 66; avail-
able at: https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/
global-britain-in-a-competitive-age-the-integrated-review-of-securi-
ty-defence-development-and-foreign-policy (accessed 13.12.2022).

83 UK-France Joint Leaders‘ Declaration, 10.3.2023; available at: https://
www.gov.uk/government/publications/uk-france-joint-leaders-decla-
ration/uk-france-joint-leaders-declaration (accessed 24.2.2023).

84 Defence in a Competitive age, March 2021, 30.

REFAMILIARISING WITH ISSUES  
OF NUCLEAR SECURITY

The war in Ukraine and the risk of escalation is bringing 
the fields of European security and nuclear strategy back 
together, following a divergence after the Cold War. A 
conventionally weakened Russia, especially in the land do-
main, will likely increase its use of nuclear and hybrid le-
vers to achieve its political and strategic objectives. More-
over, on 21 February 2023, President Putin announced the 
»suspension« of Russian participation in the New Start 
Treaty – the last remaining nuclear arms control treaty be-
tween Russia and the US – reducing mechanisms for stra-
tegic stability, communication and predictability and 
which could, potentially, pave the way to a resumption of 
nuclear testing.85 The war in Ukraine requires an updated 
way of thinking about how nuclear weapons interact with 
conventional crises and warfare and how they are being 
employed by Russia as a tool of coercion and behavioural 
signalling.

IR2021 already developed the UK’s nuclear deterrence pol-
icy and doctrine towards an era of great power competi-
tion, including raising the cap on the UK’s overall weapon 
stockpile, reversing a trend of a decline in numbers since 
the Cold War, and posing a challenge in terms of its com-
mitments under the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty.86 As a 
non-nuclear weapons power, the German contribution to 
the debate is naturally very different to the UK position and 
nuclear arms control is of great significance to Germany. It 
is heavily influenced by its commercial sector and there are 
differing views from inside the coalition government.

An early Zeitenwende decision was to procure 35 F-35A, 
which allows Germany to continue to participate in the US 
nuclear sharing agreement, thereby clearly signalling con-
tinued Transatlanticism. However, Germany also partici-
pated as an observer in the first meeting of States Parties 
to the Treaty on the Prohibition of Nuclear Weapons 
(TPNW). This reflects the priorities of maintaining alliance 
solidarity and maintaining a principled approach to disar-
mament.

Nevertheless, strategic stability and risk reduction are inter- 
connected, and the security environment has forced Europe 
to widen its sense of what risk reduction, including deter-
rence, involves. Moreover, Europe collectively needs more 
options to manage escalation. For such discussions, non-gov-
ernmental fora are the safest ground to meet on.

85 Financial Times, Russia to suspend participation in nuclear arms 
treaty with US, 21.2.2023; available at: https://www.ft.com/
content/74a5d3f6-7e41-40e5-bc8e-ba22a93e2cf4 (Accessed 
22.2.2023).

86 Global Britain in a Competitive Age: the Integrated Review of Se-
curity, Defence, Development and Foreign Policy, 76; avail-
able at: https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/
global-britain-in-a-competitive-age-the-integrated-review-of-securi-
ty-defence-development-and-foreign-policy (accessed 13.12.2022).
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Recommendation 10 –  
Dialogue and Knowledge Sharing

The UK and Germany should establish a British-German 
nuclear dialogue with the objective of raising both the 
UK and Germany’s »nuclear IQ« and encouraging a more 
public debate on nuclear weapons and the nuclear 
threats increasingly posed by hostile state actors (Russia, 
China, Iran, North Korea), escalation, risk reduction and 
strategic stability, as well as the joint challenge of nucle-
ar proliferation.

Recommendation 11 – Policy

The UK and Germany should commit to developing new 
Confidence and Security Building Measures (CSBMs), 
within an OSCE framework, and adapt them to the 
needs of the 21st Century, accounting for new technol-
ogies and better protection of civilian populations.
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This chapter assesses the practical opportunities for enhanced 
cooperation between the UK military and the Bundeswehr, 
and between the UK and German defence industries.

The UK military and the Bundeswehr have a long history 
and a deep cultural understanding which was gained 
through longstanding basing of UK troops in Germany. This 
is exemplified by the formation of the binational Ger-
man-British Amphibious Engineer Battalion 130, which spe-
cialises in bridging capabilities.87 They have operated to-
gether in Kosovo, Afghanistan, Mali and cooperated in 
countering ISIS in Syria and Iraq, amongst numerous mili-
tary exercises. Most recently, the RAF and Luftwaffe have 
flown joint NATO air policing missions over Estonia for the 
first time, including the interception of a Russian aircraft, as 
the UK takes over the NATO rotation from Germany.88

DEFENCE MODERNISATION AND  
READINESS FOR WARFIGHTING

Within NATO, the UK and Germany both lead eFP multina-
tional battlegroups, are vJTF framework nations, lead 
Framework Nations, and aspire to operate at divisional level. 
However, the UK and German militaries, especially their land 
forces, need to modernise quickly to live up to their current 
NATO commitments.89 Indeed, there is uncertainty over 

87 #StrongerTogether: Minden’s First Royal Engineer, Bundeswehr, 
15.6.2021; available at: https://www.bundeswehr.de/en/organ-
ization/army/news/strongertogether-minden-s-first-royal-engi-
neer-5095110 (accessed 1.2.2023).

88 RAF and German Air Force Typhoons intercept Russian air-
craft in first joint NATO air policing scramble; available at: https://
www.gov.uk/government/news/raf-and-german-air-force-ty-
phoons-intercept-russian-aircraft-in-first-joint-nato-air-polic-
ing-scramble (accessed 9.5.2023) and RAF to fly joint missions 
with German Air Force as UK prepares to lead NATO air policing 
in Estonia; available at: https://www.gov.uk/government/news/
raf-to-fly-joint-missions-with-german-air-force-as-uk-prepares-
to-lead-nato-air-policing-in-estonia?utm_medium=email&utm_
campaign=govuk-notifications-topic&utm_source=ebbe9be6-0c64-
47c0-8fb2-1d57b1fa6e25&utm_content=daily (accessed 9.4.2023).

89 Internationale Politik Quarterly, Making Germany’s Military Fit for 
Purpose, 9.5.2023; available at: https://ip-quarterly.com/en/mak-
ing-germanys-military-fit-purpose (accessed 9.5.2023); and Sky 
News, UK‘s NATO commitments threatened by ‚broken‘ military pro-
curement programme, 19.4.2023; available at: https://news.sky.com/
story/uks-nato-commitments-threatened-by-broken-military-pro-
curement-programme-12860247?s=03 (accessed 9.5.2023).

whether committed UK and German divisions will be availa-
ble to NATO and ready on time.90 Following the war in 
Ukraine, both militaries have been accused of eroding their 
own warfighting capabilities with underinvestment and be-
ing distracted with expeditionary operations.91 There is even 
an odd similarity in the current Infantry Fighting vehicle (IFv) 
problems with the UK Ajax further delayed into service and 
significantly over budget, and the German Puma IFv experi-
encing multiple problems, including breaking down during 
exercise conditions.92 

The UK and Germany are currently the first and second larg-
est European defence spenders respectively.93 The 2020 UK 
spending review provided defence with an additional 16.5 
billion pounds over a four-year settlement which was de-
scribed as the »largest sustained increase in the core de-
fence budget for 30 years«.94 Despite the war in Ukraine, 
the UK Spring Budget allocated only an additional 11 billion 
to the defence budget for 2027/28, which will mainly go to 
the capital budget.95 This places UK defence spending at 2.1 

90 Forces fighting a losing battle with waste and underfunding, The Sun-
day Times; available at: https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/forces-fight-
ing-a-losing-battle-with-waste-and-underfunding-r6fw7v6n3 (accessed 
23.1.23); US general warns British Army no longer top-level fighting 
force, Sky News, 30.1.2023; available at: https://news.sky.com/story/
us-general-warns-british-army-no-longer-top-level-fighting-force-de-
fence-sources-reveal-12798365 (accessed 30.1.2023); and Politico, Ger-
many can’t fulfill NATO obligations, says army chief in leaked memo, 
11.4.2023; available at: https://www.politico.eu/article/germany-na-
to-leaked-memo-defense-budget-boris-pistorius/ (accessed 20.3.2023).

91 The Times, ‘Hollowed-out’ UK military can’t send a division to war, 
22.1.2023; available at: https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/hol-
lowed-out-military-cant-send-division-to-war-l2lvpn0jw (accessed 
5.2.2023); and The state of the Bundeswehr is more dismal than 
ever, The Economist, 26.1.2023; available at: https://www.econo-
mist.com/europe/2023/01/26/the-state-of-the-bundeswehr-is-more-
dismal-than-ever (accessed 1.2.2023).

92 Puma tanks unusable: Is Germany‘s military unfit for action?, DW, 
19.12.2022; available at: https://www.dw.com/en/puma-tanks-unusa-
ble-is-germanys-military-unfit-for-action/a-63955452 (accessed 9.5.2023).

93 NATO, Defence Expenditure of NATO Countries (2014–2022), 
27.6.2022; available at: https://www.nato.int/nato_static_fl2014/assets/
pdf/2022/6/pdf/220627-def-exp-2022-en.pdf (accessed 1.2.2023).

94 House of Commons Library, UK defence expenditure, 20.4.2023, 4; 
available at: https://researchbriefings.files.parliament.uk/documents/
CBP-8175/CBP-8175.pdf (accessed 24.4.2023).

95 HM Treasury, Spring Budget 2023, 15.3.2023; available at: 
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/ 
system/uploads/attachment_data/file/1144441/Web_accessible_
Budget_2023.pdf (accessed 23.3.2023).
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per cent with an aspiration to increase to 2.5 per cent when 
»fiscal conditions allow« and as part of a broader change to 
the NATO Defence Investment Pledge. However, these in-
creases might still not be enough to transform the UK mili-
tary, with the National Audit Office concluding that the 
Equipment Plan to 2031 is highly ambitious and that UK NA-
TO commitments are in jeopardy.96 

In contrast, the war in Ukraine prompted larger increases in 
German defence spending. Despite the financial commit-
ments of the Zeitenwende, Germany missed the 2022 two 
per cent GDP NATO target and is forecast to miss it in 2023 
as well.97 The Bundeswehr is in a similar state following dec-
ades of underinvestment. Its return as a lever of national 
power and collective defence is now the number one prior-
ity and was a central part of the Zeitenwende speech, with 
Chancellor Scholz declaring »The goal is a powerful, cut-
ting-edge, progressive Bundeswehr that can be relied upon 
to protect us«.98 

Despite a cash injection and rising overall spending for the 
Bundeswehr, it is unlikely to be enough or truly transforma-
tional, especially with inflation and fluctuations in currency, 
for several reasons. First, the approach is based on capabili-
ty retention through equipment modernisation by providing 
replacements for existing equipment and programmes, so 
no »new« capabilities will be delivered. Much will be ab-
sorbed by the procurement of basic military equipment such 
as helmets and night vision.99 Second, the special fund is 
based on a 2018 capability profile, not future requirements, 
which will largely be developed by analysing data from the 
war in Ukraine. Third, due to slow procurement processes, 
the contracts for the special fund are only just materialising, 
12 months later, and are yet to have an impact.

Recommendation 12 – 
Policy and Dialogue and Knowledge Sharing

The UK and Germany should lead a broader European 
debate on defence specialisation to make the most of 
their comparative advantages and build on work al-
ready undertaken in their respective NATO Framework 
Nations. While specialisation is not a new concept in 
European security, the war in Ukraine has revived it and 

96 House of Commons, Committee of Public Accounts, MoD Equip-
ment Plan, 2022–2032, Forty-Eighth Report of Session 2022–23; 
available at: https://committees.parliament.uk/publications/38988/
documents/191700/default/ (accessed 24.4.2023); and Financial 
Times, Allies keep close watch on British plans to reshape armed 
forces, 23.4.2023; available at: https://www.ft.com/content/4b-
3b0c18-8049-4956-b3e9-196640595065 (accessed 24.4.2023).

97 Jana Puglierin, Germany‘s »Zeitenwende« and its implication for the 
European security architecture, iep, 18.1.2023; available at: https://
iep-berlin.de/en/projects/germany-and-europe/berlinperspectives/
zeitenwende/ (accessed 1.2.2023).

98 Zeitenwende speech.

99 Spurred by Russia, Germany rolls out 3-year plan to fully equip all 
armed forces personnel, Breaking Defense, 27.1.2023, available at: 
https://breakingdefense.com/2023/01/spurred-by-russia-germany-
rolls-out-3-year-plan-to-fully-equip-all-armed-forces-personnel/  
(accessed 9.5.2023).

created political and economic drivers, and a greater 
degree of unity and focus on European defence and se-
curity than past initiatives.100

DEFENCE INDUSTRIAL COOPERATION  
AND CAPABILITIES

The 2021 DCP specifically references the 40 years of coop-
eration between the UK and Germany on combat air and 
the desire to expand this to other areas such as land sys-
tems, space, and cyberspace.101 Bilaterally there is only one 
bilateral defence procurement project between the UK and 
Germany – the Wide Wet Gap Crossing project – which 
builds on joint development of bridging capabilities. There 
are currently eight multinational projects in the land, sea, 
and air domain.102 Moreover, there are multiple common or 
similar equipment programmes in each domain which are 
already developing.103 

The Organisation for Joint Armament Co-operation (OCCAR) 
model provides a highly effective framework for defence co-
operation that the UK and Germany, as founding members, 
can base bilateral cooperation on. As the other joint Europe-
an procurement programme is the European Defence Agen-
cy (EDA), OCCAR is currently the only realistic option for the 
UK, unless the UK is able to secure a deal with the EU for third 
party participation.

Recommendation 13 – Policy

The UK and Germany should use the OCCAR frame-
work as a foundation for joint procurement and use the 
tried and tested framework for any bilateral joint pro-
curement projects identified.

According to the CEO of German defence company Hen-
soldt, the war in Ukraine has already transformed their busi-
ness model, with demand so high that manufacturers can 
produce weapons without pre-orders.104 Operationally, the 
war in Ukraine has also reaffirmed the vital importance of 
common systems and their sustainability in production and 
logistic support.

UK and German industry is well placed to adapt to these 
changes and there is potential to strengthen their industrial 

100   Clingendael Report, July 2022, Chapter 3: Specialisation in de-
fence: concrete options; available at: https://www.clingendael.org/
pub/2022/specialising-in-european-defence/3-specialisation-in-de-
fence-concrete-options/ (accessed 9.5.2023). 

101  Defence Command Paper, 30.

102   Military Alliances: Germany. Question for Ministry of Defence. 
UK Parliament, UIN 156044, 1.3.2023; available at: https://
questions-statements.parliament.uk/written-questions/de-
tail/2023-03-01/156044 (accessed 9.5.2023).

103   Sophia Becker, Christian Mölling, Torben Schütz, UK-German de-
fence cooperation, Bridging the political and military gaps, King’s 
College London, November 2020, 21.

104   Financial Times, Defence industry’s business model transformed 
by war, says German contractor, https://www.ft.com/content/
d63f7298-f6e8-4b1d-95e1-92437747d67e (accessed 25.1.2023).
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capabilities through closer cooperation, though the war in 
Ukraine has not yet been decisive in this regard. To date, 
equipment cooperation has occurred largely by chance and 
has been arrived at independently.105 Any post-Ukraine revi-
sions of UK and German industrial strategies would begin to 
enable more formal and structured cooperation. Moreover, 
if closer cooperation is to make a step change, the priority is 
to provide a political declaration to send a strong signal to 
UK and German industry to provide reassurance and build 
trust.

Recommendation 14 – Political

The UK and Germany should commit to a joint high-lev-
el statement to make the case for a cooperative strate-
gy to industry, which outlines the associated benefits, 
to provide the demand signal to industry and best pre-
pare them for any change of approach.

However, political and structural differences will likely re-
main with system level cooperation limited due to diverging 
political and industrial preferences, with Germany favouring 
national or EU procurement and the UK favouring national 
or US imports.106 While this might improve, it is unlikely to 
change. Instead, focussing on a sub-system level could de-
velop collaborative opportunities.

For example, in the air domain, cooperation is limited by the 
emerging cooperative plans of the UK-Italy-Japan trilateral 
Global Combat Air Programme (GCAP) and the Franco-Ger-
man Future Combat Air System (FCAS) to produce sixth 
generation fighters. However, there is scope for cooperation 
at a sub-component level on Command, Control, Commu-
nications and Computers (C4), sensors, Electronic Warfare 
(EW), complex weapons and other systems which could be 
applied across programmes for system levels of co-opera-
tions, many of which are already highlighted in UK and Ger-
man industrial strategies.107

Recommendation 15 – Operational

The UK and Germany, as members of GCAP and FCAS 
respectively, should lead on identifying collaborative 
opportunities at a sub-component level and champion 
cooperation and commonality where possible.

Export controls, which caused a diplomatic problem be-
tween the UK and German in 2019 over UK exports of Eu-
rofighter Typhoon, have come into sharper focus due to mil-

105   Sophia Becker, Christian Mölling, Torben Schütz, The future of 
UK-Germany defence industrial cooperation, King’s College London, 
November 2020, 3.

106   Sophia Becker, Christian Mölling, Torben Schütz, The future of 
UK-Germany defence industrial cooperation, King’s College London, 
November 2020, 4. 

107   How FCAS and GCAP fighter jet programmes could converge at 
subsystem level, Shephard, 8.2.2023; available at: https://www.
shephardmedia.com/news/air-warfare/fcas-and-gcap-may-con-
verge-through-european-air-combat-initiative-on-subsystem-level/ 
(accessed 10.2.2023).

itary support to Ukraine. Without strong communication 
and desire to mitigate and provide workarounds, arms ex-
port policies could continue to have repercussions for the 
European defence industry and be a significant roadblock to 
future cooperation. The earlier these issues are aligned the 
better.

Recommendation 16 – Policy

The UK and Germany should compare respective arms 
export policies and regimes in greater depth, including 
Parliamentary scrutiny, to create more standardised 
processes across Europe and increase export potential.

The war in Ukraine has also highlighted the importance of 
air and missile defence to protect military forces and civilian 
populations which has long been a European capability gap. 
The recent establishment of the German-led European Sky 
Shield Initiative (ESSI) seeks to establish a European air and 
missile defence system through common acquisition of in-
teroperable and off-the-shelf solutions.108

Recommendation 17 – 
Dialogue and Knowledge Sharing

The UK and Germany, as heavyweights of cooperation 
in the European Sky Shield Initiative, should undertake 
analysis to enhance the initiative to move from joint 
procurement of common capabilities towards joint ac-
quisition in order to understand future requirements 
and support NATOs Integrated Air and Missile Defence.

An early decision of the Zeitenwende was that the Bundes-
wehr will procure armed unmanned aerial vehicles (UAvs) for 
the first time, concluding a debate that began in 2012.109 The 
»drone« debate in Germany has been difficult and conflated 
with the US operation of drones and questions of autono-
mous killing. By mid-2024, the Heron TP drone, currently 
leased by Germany, will be armed, then replaced with the 
Eurodrone by 2032. In contrast, the UK has been operating 
armed UAvs for decades and has experience in integrating 
these into operational use across services and domains.

Recommendation 18 – 
Dialogue and Knowledge Sharing

The UK should establish a UAv knowledge sharing pro-
gramme for a German audience on operating armed 
UAvs in conflicts, covering the full range of associated 
issues such as legality, ethics, targeting processes, col-
lateral damage assessments, and Post Traumatic Stress 
Disorder (PTSD) handling for operators. This would al-
low the Bundeswehr to operationally integrate armed 
UAvs much more quickly.

108   https://www.nato.int/cps/en/natohq/news_208103.htm  
(accessed 9.5.2023). 

109   Reuters, Germany should use armed drones: defense minister, 
3.8.2012; available at: https://www.reuters.com/article/cnews-us-
germany-drones-idCABRE8721O220120803 (accessed 9.5.2023).
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Land cooperation is a growing area with joint experience on 
the Boxer programme, which will be enhanced through the 
new Boxer user group.110 Indeed, UK-German leadership on 
Boxer will be needed as rising demand starts to create sup-
ply bottlenecks.111 Moreover, both the UK and Germany are 
continuing to improve their MBTs, both using the L55A1 tur-
ret and developing standardised ammunition to enhance 
NATO interoperability.112 

Moreover, there are potential collaborative opportunities in 
developing long-range precision strike capabilities as the 
war in Ukraine has provided a stark demonstration of its mil-
itary value and of current Russian vulnerabilities in this area. 
As European militaries develop their new doctrinal concepts 
and identify lessons from the war, it has provided a sharper 
focus, with knowledge sharing and joint procurement op-
tions, such as closer alignment for Germany with the UK’s 
Complex Weapons Programme or the UK with the Ger-
man-Dutch Apollo Project on Ground-based air and missile 
defence.113 Part of land warfare development, and under-
standing warfighting lessons from Ukraine, is influenced by 
prototype warfare, integration, and doctrinal advancement, 
which is a leading area for the UK.114 

Recommendation 19 – 
Dialogue and Knowledge Sharing

The UK should invite the Bundeswehr to visit, and po-
tentially join, its Experimentation Battlegroup, based in 
Cyprus, which leads on prototype warfare and capabil-
ity development for the British Army.115

110  UK Land Industrial Strategy, 24.

111   Boxer armored vehicle production sets up tension between rising 
demand and supply bottleneck, Breaking Defense, 26.1.2023; avail-
able at: https://breakingdefense.com/2023/01/boxer-armored-vehi-
cle-production-sets-up-tension-between-rising-demand-and-sup-
ply-bottleneck/ (accessed 9.5.2023).

112   https://www.gov.uk/government/news/uk-and-germany-mark-next-
phase-in-joint-tank-ammunition-programme/.

113   Sophia Becker, Christian Mölling, Torben Schütz, UK-German de-
fence cooperation, Bridging the political and military gaps, King’s 
College London, November 2020, 25.

114  Output of Workshop 2.

115   https://www.army.mod.uk/news-and-events/news/2021/03/experi-
mentation-battlegroup/ (accessed 1.2.2023).
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The transformative effect of the war in 
Ukraine has made enhanced UK-German 
defence and security, and foreign policy 
cooperation more attractive, viable, and 
necessary; and moreover, this period of 
joint policy development is the ideal mo-
ment to develop a more structural rela-
tionship. Enhanced UK-German cooper-
ation should be focussed on helping to 
lead a European Pillar of NATO, rather 
than the ad hoc and transactional ap-
proach that has characterised the current 
relationship. The strategic approach to 
bilateral cooperation should focus on 
setting clear mutual goals and establish-
ing the right mechanisms and processes 
for delivery, managed through the 
UK-German Strategic Dialogue or a more 
ambitious future agreement.

Further information on the topic can be found here:
https://uk.fes.de/

Germany and the UK should include De-
fence Ministers in the annual Strategic 
Dialogue and intensify regular dialogues 
between the Prime Minister and Chan-
cellor to set the level of ambition and 
maintain political momentum.  The two 
countries should also explore the poten-
tial for and content of a bilateral Trea-
ty-based defence and security relation-
ship. This agreement should build on 
work already undertaken through UK 
and German leadership of their respec-
tive Framework Nations Concepts and 
should focus on increasing European 
burden sharing and enhancing readiness 
of forces. They should commit to devel-
oping new Confidence and Security 
Building Measures, accounting for new 
technologies and better protection of ci-
vilian populations.

They should use the OCCAR framework 
as a foundation for joint procurement 
and use the tried and tested framework 
for any bilateral joint procurement pro-
jects identified. The two countries should 
compare respective arms export policies 
and regimes in greater depth, including 
Parliamentary scrutiny, to create more 
standardised processes across Europe. 
Germany and the UK should implement 
measures for increased dialogue and 
knowledge sharing, such as the creation 
of liaison officers, the establishment of a 
British-German nuclear dialogue, and 
leading a broader European debate on 
defence specialisation.
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